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 i 
ABSTRACT 
In order to meet climate targets, the solar photovoltaic industry must increase 
photovoltaic (PV) deployment and cost competitiveness over its business-as-usual 
trajectory. This requires more efficient PV modules that use less expensive materials, and 
longer operational lifetime. The work presented here approaches this challenge with a 
novel metallization method for solar PV and electronic devices. 
This document outlines work completed to this end. Chapter 1 introduces the areas for 
cost reductions and improvements in efficiency to drive down the cost per watt of solar 
modules. Next, in Chapter 2, conventional and advanced metallization methods are 
reviewed, and our proposed solution of dispense printed reactive inks is introduced. 
Chapter 3 details a proof of concept study for reactive silver ink as front metallization for 
solar cells. Furthermore, Chapter 3 details characterization of the optical and electrical 
properties of reactive silver ink metallization, which is important to understanding the 
origins of problems related to metallization, enabling approaches to minimize power losses 
in full devices. Chapter 4 describes adhesion and specific contact resistance of reactive ink 
metallizations on silicon heterojunction solar cells.  Chapter 5 compares performance of 
silicon heterojunction solar cells with front grids formed from reactive ink metallization 
and conventional, commercially available metallization. Performance and degradation 
throughout 1000 h of accelerated environmental exposure are described before detailing an 
isolated corrosion experiment for different silver-based metallizations. Finally, Chapter 6 
summarizes the main contributions of this work. 
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 1 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Increases in anthropogenic emission of greenhouse gasses, primarily carbon dioxide, 
are widely accepted in the scientific community to have resulted in more frequent and more 
severe heat waves, precipitation events, and storms; acidification of the oceans; rising of 
the sea-level; and increased vulnerability of human and natural systems. Continuing 
increases of carbon dioxide emissions over the coming decades are projected to lead to 
resource scarcity, competition over food and water resources, mass displacement of 
populations and international political volatility [1].  Avoidance of such detrimental effects 
of climate change requires the world’s carbon dioxide emissions to be curbed in the 
approaching decades; This could be achieved by deployment of over 10 terawatts of 
renewable energy generation, such as solar photovoltaics, to phase out more carbon-
intensive energy generation [2]–[4].  
Trends predicting the deployment of photovoltaics in the upcoming decades show that 
with business-as-usual, the photovoltaics industry will fall short (by 2-9 TW) of reaching 
these climate-targets for two main reasons. First, although high cumulative annual growth 
rates of over 50% in recent years, growth rates are still limiting such high manufacturing 
capacity and deployment, and second, costs for consumers need to be even more 
competitive to generate and sustain enough demand [2], [5]. Economic viability of PV 
technology is dictated by levelized cost of energy (LCOE) for solar PV compared to 
competing generation sources [6]. The following chapters outline contributions to LCOE, 
namely cost components of photovoltaic modules, device efficiency, reliability and 
durability in order to target significant opportunities for photovoltaic manufacturing 
growth while reducing LCOE for consumers. Specifically, I detail the motivation for 
 2 
studying novel metallizations –reactive silver inks—their electrical, optical, geometric 
properties, as well as durability and reliability. 
1.1 Motivation: Climate, Levelized Cost of Energy & Metallization 
Before reaching climate targets with deployment of terawatts of low-carbon energy, 
as an industry, photovoltaic module manufacturers must ensure their long-term 
financial sustainability. Over the past several decades, the photovoltaic industry has 
seen a decrease in average sale prices following a predictable learning curve. However, 
in more recent times moments of slack demand have yielded periods of global 
oversupply of photovoltaic modules.  This oversupply drove photovoltaic 
manufacturers to search for paths to reduce production costs to ensure successful 
continuation of their ventures [7]. One clear path to reducing production costs is to 
replace expensive processes and materials with less expensive options. This has already 
lead to significant cost reductions for existing manufacturing [7], [8]. Yet, simply 
reducing manufacturing costs alone will not ensure low-enough LCOE for widespread 
adoption of solar photovoltaic energy generation [9].  
LCOE =  ୲୭୲ୟ୪ ୪୧୤ୣୡ୷ୡ୪ୣ ୡ୭ୱ୲ ୭୤ ୔୚ ($)
୪୧୤ୣ୲୧୫ୣ ୣ୬ୣ୰୥୷ ୮୰୭ୢ୳ୡ୲୧୭୬ (୩୛୦)
        Equation 1.1 
Levelized cost of energy in its simplest form is the total lifecycle cost of PV over 
the lifetime energy production (Equation 1.1) [9]. Total lifecycle cost is dependent on 
capital expenditures (such as module materials, manufacturing equipment, labor, 
installation hardware, transactional costs for financiers and installers, etc.) in addition 
to operational and maintenance costs [9], [10]. In addition, lifetime energy production 
is dependent on module and system performance and reliability, and geographic 
location of system [9]. In this work, module production costs for Si-heterojunction 
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(SHJ) architectures are studied as part of the total lifecycle cost of PV; Efficiency, 
reliability, and durability are studied as part of the lifetime energy production.  
In the following chapters, two different Si-based cell architectures (diffused-junction 
crystalline-Si, and SHJ) are introduced before breaking down the current and projected 
prospective module production costs. Next, the two cell architectures are compared in 
terms of current and prospective module production costs and efficiency. A pathway for 
the new cell architecture to lower module production costs and higher efficiency (lower 
LCOE) is explained and motivates the studies for novel metallization detailed in the 
remainder of this work.  
1.1.1 Module Production Costs 
New solar cell technologies can reduce costs even beyond what is projected for the 
present industry standard technology.  Currently, about 90% of the market share is made 
up of silicon photovoltaics, primarily diffused-junction crystalline-Si (c-Si) solar cells [8]. 
Other technologies, including thin-film, carrier-selective-contact (CSC) and silicon 
heterojunction (SHJ) solar cells, are expected to expand their market share in the next 
decade [8].  
A comparison of c-Si and SHJ current and prospective module production costs in U.S. 
dollars per peak watt ($/Wp) are shown in Figure 1. Module production costs represented 
in Figure 1 were taken from a study conducted by Louwen et al. [7], where a detailed 
analysis of production costs was performed using costs associated with standard processes 
including equipment, materials and energy. The module component of the total module 
production cost comes from the costs associated with making the module, however the key 
to reducing module production costs is to increase overall module efficiency in order to 
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use less module material per watt [7][11]. Again, LCOE can be reduced by reducing 
the cost of manufacturing and materials and increasing efficiency, reliability, and 
manufacturing yield. 
The Si-based architectures discussed in Figure 1 both start with the production of 
the monocrystalline-Si wafer, which is the largest cost component of the modules. 
Production of these Si wafers is an expensive and energy intensive process, starting 
with reducing silica sand at temperatures (~1900 °C), then refining it to produce 
metallurgical grade Si, which has a purity of about 98.5-99.5 %. Metallurgical grade Si 
is further refined to make high purity (>99.99 %) solar-grade silicon. The high purity 
Si is pulled into a monocrystalline ingot through the Czochralski process and sawn into 
individual wafers, resulting in large waste (kerf-loss) of this high purity Si. It should 
be noted that the module cost structure for thin film devices differs significantly, as the 
main contribution to the production costs are from custom designing, installing, and 
debugging a large scale manufacturing line [12]. 
Figure 1 shows that currently Si wafers account for approximately 45% of the c-Si 
module production cost. Solutions to high kerf-loss in Si ingots are currently under 
investigation by Coll and  colleagues, where low-temperature spalling of Si wafers aims 
to nearly eliminate all kerf-loss [13]. Another more efficient use of Si through the use 
of thinner wafers results in reduced wafer costs [7], [8]. Though thinner wafers could 
reduce wafer costs, an adverse risk associated with this is easier wafer breakage during 
processing and handling, leading to lower yields or the need to replace standard 
processes with more delicate ones. Current wafer costs for c-Si are $0.22 /Wp USD and 
are projected to decrease to $0.18 /Wp due to decreasing wafer thickness and kerf-
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losses, but also due to gains in module efficiency translating to even more efficient use of 
Si [7].  
SHJ technology has gained significant attention in recent years due to its relatively 
simple fabrication processes that results in high efficiency cells, which additionally reap 
large benefit of utilizing thinner wafers compared to c-Si technology. Current to 
prospective costs associated with wafers from SHJ cells are $0.19 /Wp to $0.14 /Wp USD, 
respectively.  
In both c-Si and SHJ technologies, metallization (shown by the red bars in Figure 1) 
accounts for the largest non-Si cost component of the cell. Industrial metallization for Si 
solar cells is formed from Ag particle-based pastes. Unfortunately, Ag prices can be 
expensive, and quite volatile. For example, in January 2011 Ag was 0.89 $/g USD, and by 
April 2011 the price rose to 1.43 $/g USD [14]. This spike in Ag price occurred 
Figure 1. Current and prospective module production costs for traditional c-Si and 
SHJ technologies broken down into components, data taken from [7]. Metallization 
(red) accounts for the largest non-Si cost at the cell level for c-Si, for SHJ technology 
the cost from metallization is even more significant. 
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simultaneously with a period of slack demand and global oversupply of photovoltaic 
modules, further increasing the hardships faced by many solar cell manufacturers. At this 
time, it became clear to the PV community that if growth of PV deployment continued 
following current projections and Ag price volatility continued, the amount of Ag used 
on solar cells needed to be reduced [15].  
Accordingly, reductions in metallization costs can be achieved by 1) reducing 
amount of Ag, and 2) replacing high-cost materials with less expensive options [7], [8]. 
The International Technology Roadmap for Photovoltaics (ITRPV) projection shown 
in Figure 2  shows a trend for expected reductions in Ag usage for standard 
156 ×156 mm2 c-Si solar cells [8]. This projection is based on the known technical 
reductions (such as improving resistivity of pastes for more efficient use of Ag) that 
are currently considered state-of-the-art techniques, but are expected to be adopted into 
industrial processes over the next decade [8]. Chapter 1.2 discusses in more detail the 
limit to which the amount of metallization can be reduced before detrimentally 
affecting the efficiency of the device, and Chapter 2.6 details current industry standard 
metallization practices, and advanced metallization methods to reduce the amount of 
Ag used in solar cell manufacturing. 
  Currently, the total amount of Ag used for c-Si solar cells is approximately 
100 mg/cell, while SHJ cells require an estimated 200 mg/cell [7], [8].  Figure 1 shows 
the reduction in metallization cost is more pronounced for SHJ technology: for c-Si 
metallization a minor cost is decrease from $0.05 /Wp to $0.04 /Wp is expected, while 
SHJ metallization decreases by more than half from $0.10 /Wp to $0.04 /Wp. Both 
technologies employ a screen-printed Ag paste as the standard metallization. For c-Si, 
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the Ag paste contains glass frit that must be fired at temperatures in excess of 700 °C 
to break through the front antireflective coating (SiNx) and alloy the interface to form 
low-resistance ohmic contact. This Ag-frit paste typically used for c-Si technology cannot 
be used on SHJ cells as cells are substantially more thermally sensitive. Passivation of SHJ 
cells provided by hydrogenated amorphous Si begins to degrade at temperature just above 
200 °C. Therefore, SHJ cells rely on a different type of Ag paste that can be cured at low-
temperature, which consequently requires a higher silver content to achieve low resistances 
compared to the c-Si counterpart. Additionally, the lack of economy of scales for these 
cells drives the prices of the low-temperature Ag paste higher. Other emerging photovoltaic 
technologies, such as some CSC and perovskite solar cells, require low-temperature 
metallization as well due to thermally sensitive layers within the device [16][17]. Of 
course, this concern is valid outside of the field of photovoltaics as well; realization of low-
Figure 2. Projected amount of Ag/cell used to form front contacts, values taken 
from [8]. This shows current c-Si cells use around 100 mg Ag/cell and is expected to 
reduce to 40 mg Ag/cell by 2026. 
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temperature metallization methods can expand opportunities for flexible electronics, 
and organic optoelectronic devices [18]. 
Photovoltaic module efficiency is the most influential variable of module 
production cost in $/Wp [7], [11], [19]. Therefore, any efforts to reduce any one cost 
component, such as metallization, should not sacrifice module efficiency. Following 
this principle, this work evaluates metallization methods based on whether the cost of 
metallization can be decreased while maintaining or even improving device efficiency 
through the use of advanced processes or new materials. 
1.2 Metallization Requirements 
The amount of Ag required in front grid metallization is determined by the power 
losses a manufacturer is able to endure [15]. An ideal solar cell front grid would have 
Figure 3. Schematic of a simple front grid pattern (in red) and active front region of a 
solar cell (outlined in light grey). Power losses are described in relation to the shown 
dimension. 
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no resistance and be completely transparent. In reality, there are power losses from resistive 
voltage drop in the grid and in photogenerated current from shading from the grid. Resistive 
losses are inherent due to intrinsic resistivity of metallization, at room temperature Ag is 
the lowest resistivity material, followed by Cu, and Al. Furthermore, there are power losses 
from interfacial resistance between the grid and solar cell, and throughout time as 
degradation occurs.  
 Front grids are designed to minimize resistive and optical power losses. A typical front 
grid design is shown in Figure 3, denoting the width and length of fingers, the spacing 
between fingers, width of busbars, and dimensions of the active front region of a solar cell. 
Losses from shading can be minimized by using fewer fingers, forming high aspect ratio 
fingers (narrow width, high height), and by busbarless designs. However, the gains from 
reduced shading must not be offset by additional resistive losses in the grid. These resistive 
power losses are not only dependent on the resistivity of the metallization and the contact 
resistance between metal and cell, but also on the geometry (larger cross-sectional areas 
have lower resistance), and also on design parameters such as spacing, and number of 
fingers and busbars.  
Total power loss in a solar cell can be quantified and broken down into components 
associated with various regions of the device.  This chapter discusses initial power losses 
associated with metallization. However, before breaking down power losses, important 
solar cell parameters need to be described to understand the influence of power losses on 
the performance of a solar cell. Current voltage (IV) characteristics are commonly used to 
describe the performance of solar cells; this measurement is characteristically done under 
one-sun illumination, measuring the voltage as a resistive load swept from short circuit to 
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open circuit conditions [20]. For a solar cell that behaves like an ideal diode, the IV  
characteristics can be described by the following [20]: 
I = I୰ୣୡ୭୫ୠ. − I୥ୣ୬. − I୮୦ =  I୭ ቄexp ቀ
୯୚
୩୘
ቁ − 1ቅ −  I୮୦   Equation 1.2 
Iph is the light generated current (which is proportional to the intensity of the light). In 
reality, a solar cell does not operate as a simple ideal diode; series resistance Rs (a resistance 
in series with the diode) and shunt resistance Rp (a resistance in parallel with the diode) are 
also present in the device, and these contributions influence the IV characteristics. The 
equation describing a one-diode solar cell with these contributions is as follows [20]: 
I =  I୭ ቄexp ቂ
୯(୚ି୍ୖ౩)
୩୘
ቃ − 1ቅ + ୚ି୍ୖ౩
ୖ౦
− I୮୦      Equation 1.3 
An additional correction still must be made to adequately describe the IV characteristics of 
a real solar cell, this correction accounts for recombination at the junction, which can be 
represented by the addition of a non-ideal diode (with ideality factor greater than 1) in 
parallel with the ideal diode (with an ideality factor of 1). The following equation describes 
this situation: 
𝐼 = 𝐼଴ଵ ቊ𝑒𝑥𝑝 ቈ
𝑞(𝑉 − 𝐼𝑅௦)
𝑚ଵ𝑘𝑇
቉ − 1ቋ +
𝑉 − 𝐼𝑅௦
𝑅𝑝
− 𝐼௣௛ 
+ 𝐼଴ଶ ቄ𝑒𝑥𝑝 ቂ
௤(௏ିூோೞ)
௠మ௞்
ቃ − 1ቅ + ௏ିூோೞ
ோ௣
− 𝐼௣௛    Equation 1.4 
where q is electronic charge, k is the Boltzmann constant, m is a dimensionless constant (1 
for idea diodes, and typically between 2.5 and 3 for the non-ideal component), T is the 
temperature in K, I0 is the diode saturation current which comes from material properties, 
and I and V are the current and voltage measured at the terminals [20].  
Power losses in a solar cell are associated with various regions across the device. 
As current travels across each layer and through each interface of the solar cell power 
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is lost. Resistive losses can be lumped into a singular term called the series resistance, Rs, 
which appears in Equations 1.3-1.4. The generalized total power loss in a solar cell can be 
described by the following: 
𝑃௅் = 𝑃௅ௌ௧௔௖௞ + 𝑃௅ௌ௛௘௘௧ + 𝑃௅ீ௥௜ௗ + 𝑃௅ௌ௛௔ௗ௜௡௚ + 𝑃௅஼௢௡௧௔௖௧  Equation 1.5 
Power is lost as current travels through the solar cell stack layers (PLStack,) and interfaces 
(here we include the contribution from back metallization and its interface), PLSheet, the 
two-dimensional sheet under the metallization to reach the grid, PLGrid, the front 
metallization grid, PLContact, the interface between the front grid and the underlying layer of 
the solar cell. Additional power is also lost from shading from metallization, which is 
shown in the PLShading term. 
Since this work is focused on front grid metallization of solar cells, only contributions 
related to the non-design parameters of the front grid will be described in detail. That is, 
complete grid optimization is not a focus of this work, but it is practically implemented 
when appropriate.  
The following equations detail the importance of several characteristics of solar cell 
front grid metallization for an example grid shown in Figure 3. The following power losses 
are described for a cell that is a units long and 2nb units wide following derivations 
described in full detail by Meier et. al. [21]. The total power loss associated with the 
metallization is therefore: 
𝑃௅ெ௘௧௔௟ = 𝑃௅ீ௥௜ௗ + 𝑃௅ௌ௛௔ௗ௜௡௚ + 𝑃௅஼௢௡௧௔௖௧      Equation 1.6 
     The following subsections detail contributions to PLMetal, and power losses due to 
degradation throughout time. These factors contribute to metallization performance and 
degradation are summarized into four categories that will be used to evaluate novel  
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metallization in this work; 1) media resistivity; 2) optical and geometric properties; 3) 
specific contact resistance and adhesion (denoted as α); and 4) performance through time.   
1.2.1 Media Resistivity 
Power loss from the front grid metallization alone is the sum of the power loss from 
current traveling through the finger (PLFinger) and the busbar (PLBus): 
𝑃௅ீ௥௜ௗ =  𝑃௅ி௜௡௚௘௥ + 𝑃௅஻௨௦           Equation 1.7 
𝑃௅ி௜௡௚௘௥ୀ
ସ
ଷ
௃ಾುು
మ ௡௔య௕మఘ೑
௛೑௪೑
            Equation 1.8 
𝑃௅஻௨௦ =  
ଶ
ଷ
௃ಾುು
మ ௔మ௡య௕యఘ೑
௛್௪್
           Equation 1.9 
JMPP is the current density at the cells maximum power point, ρf is the resistivity of the 
finger material, hf and hb are the height of the finger and busbar, respectively. Similarly, wf 
and wb are the width of the finger and busbar, respectively. Considering the metallization 
grid, the non-design factor here is ρf, the resistivity of the finger material.  
Here it is important to note that a distinction is made between resistivity and media 
resistivity. Resistivity, ρ, is an intrinsic property of a homogeneous material that describes 
electrical resistance (R) in relation to geometry of the resistor: 
ρ = ୖ∙୅
୐
               Equation 1.10  
Here, A is the cross-sectional area of the resistor, and L is the current-carrying length of the 
resistor. Media resistivity, denoted ρm, describes the effective resistivity of a composite (a 
material containing more than one constituent) through effective media theory [34].  
This distinction is made because metallization is rarely comprised of a single 
constituent material. Media resistivity treats the metallization as a composite made of 
a low resistivity material (such as pure Ag) and a high resistivity material (such as air 
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in pores). In effective media theory, electrical conduction percolates through a porous 
network and can be modeled as a function of porosity. The general effective media 
equation to describe the media resistivity of a composite material is [22]: 
𝜌௠ = 𝜌௟௢௪(1 −
௙೓೔೒
௙೗೚ೢ
) ି௖           Equation 1.11 
Resistivity of the low-resistivity phase is ρlow, fhigh is the volume fraction of the high 
resistivity phase, flow is the volume fraction of the low resistivity phase, and c is the 
percolation exponent which is related to the morphology and distribution of the particles. 
Figure 4  shows an example of modeled resistivity of porous Ag as a function of porosity 
to demonstrate how dramatically the media resistivity changes with porosity. Here, ρm is 
the media resistivity of the porous Ag, ρAg is the resistivity of pure bulk Ag; the equation 
displayed in Figure 4 describes the resistivity for an asymmetric conductor medium host, 
which means the conducting phase (Ag) completely wets and coats the insulating phase of 
Figure 4. Effective media percolation model for resistivity of porous Ag as a 
function of porosity. Modeled following McLachlan’s approximation for an 
asymmetric medium Ag host [23]. As f approaches 1, the media resistivity of porous 
Ag (solid red line) approaches the bulk resistivity of Ag (dashed black line). 
𝜌௠ =
𝜌஺௚
(1 − 𝑓) ଷ/ଶ 
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(pores) with a percolation exponent, c = 3/2 [22]. As the solid fraction (1-porosity) 
increases, the media resistivity approaches that of pure bulk Ag, as shown by the dashed 
line. At low solid fraction the media resistivity increases dramatically due to decreasing 
connectivity of conductive particles throughout the matrix [22].  
So, metallization media resistivity—which is dependent on composition, porosity, 
and morphology—will influence the power losses of the front grid metallization. For 
metallizations that have lower porosity and less non-conductive constituents, both the 
resistive losses will be reduced (i.e. energy production will be higher), and the 
necessary amount of low-resistivity phase—such as Ag—will be lower (i.e. module 
production costs will be lower).  To that end, throughout the remainder of this work ρm 
is evaluated for novel reactive ink metallizations and compared to industry standard 
and state-of-the-art metallizations. 
1.2.2 Optical & Geometric Considerations 
Though front grid metallization is suitable for efficiently extracting current from 
the solar cell, it also shades (reflects or absorbs) some incoming light, preventing 
additional photogenerated current in the cell. Thus, there is a trade-off between power 
losses due to resistive losses, and shading. Power loss due to shading, PLShading, from 
the front grid is described by: 
𝑃௅ௌ௛௔ௗ௜௡௚ = 𝑛𝑃௅𝜂(𝑎𝑤௙ + 2𝑏𝑤௕)         Equation 1.12 
Where PL is the power density of the light incident on the cell, η is the energy 
conversion efficiency. Again, n is the number of fingers and a, wf, b, and wb are 
described in the previous chapter. For a given finger height (wh), if finger width (wf) 
increases, cross-sectional area will increase resulting in reduced resistive losses (see 
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Equation 1.10). However, as wf increases, power losses from shading will increase. 
Therefore, metallizations with high aspect ratio (defined as wf/wh) increases current-
carrying cross section while reducing shading. Shading losses can also be mitigated by 
modifying metallization geometry to reflect incident sunlight into the cell to reduce shading 
losses, and metallization could be thin enough to transmit some sunlight into the cell below. 
Metallizations that have minimal shading and resistive losses will have higher efficiency 
(i.e. energy production will be higher).    
To that end, optical and geometric considerations will be a point of evaluation for novel 
reactive ink metallizations throughout the remainder of this work. Additionally, a brief 
synopsis of state of the art metallizations with advantageous geometries and optical 
properties will be given in Chapter 2. 
1.2.3 Specific Contact Resistance & Adhesion 
Resistive losses occur not only in the front grid, but at the interface of the front grid 
metallization and the underlying cell. Power loss at the metal/cell interface, PLContact, is 
described by: 
𝑃௅஼௢௡௧௔௖௧ = 2𝐽ெ௉௉ଶ 𝑛𝑎𝑏ଶඥ𝜌௖𝑅௦௛         Equation 1.13 
Here, Rsh  is the two-dimensional sheet resistance of the layer under the metallization 
that the current must travel through to reach the grid. Specific contact resistance, ρc, 
describes the electrical resistance across the metallization-underlying layer interface (with 
units of ·cm2). First, ρc of a metal to a semiconductor is dependent on the potential barrier 
between the metal and semiconductor surface work functions. Second, ρc is dependent on 
the interfacial area that transports the majority of current across the interface, LT2, where 
LT is the transfer length. Contact area between the metallization and the underlying layer 
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can be thought of analogously to the cross-sectional area of a resistor; Higher current-
carrying cross-sectional area yields lower resistance (see Equation 1.10). The current-
carrying cross-sectional area is generally limited by LT. However, the actual area in 
physical contact can be smaller than LT2 if the metallization contains pores or voids or 
loses adhesion (denoted α) over time. Subsequently, like media resistivity (ρm), ρc is 
also tied to porosity and morphology. Similarly, if adhesion is poor, less metallization 
in physical contact with the underlying solar cell, resulting in less area to transport 
current through.   
To that end, ρc and adhesion (α) of a novel reactive ink metallizations will be 
evaluated in Chapter 4. Furthermore, Chapter 4.2 details studies on surface 
modification of ITO (indium tin oxide, typically the top layer of SHJ cells) surface for 
improved α and ρc of reactive silver ink metallizations.  
1.2.4 Performance Over Time 
The next phase is to address whether reactive ink metallized solar cells are 1) 
durable enough to withstand performance degradation throughout handling and the 
encapsulation process, and 2) durable enough to withstand undue performance 
degradation from environmental stress in the field. In this work, we study these stresses 
systematically, and sometimes make use of industry standard accelerated reliability 
tests. Understanding the long-term reliability and durability along with modes of failure 
are necessary to determine the industrial potential of reactive ink metallizations.  
Finance of PV systems is dependent on perceived degradation risk over the 
warrantied lifetime of the system. Generally, PV systems are warranted for 20-30 
years[9], [23].  Industry standard qualification test protocols, such as IEC 61215, were 
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developed in part to study the mechanisms identified to result in field failures [23]. 
Although these qualification test protocols are sufficient for lowering perceived risk 
for financiers and weeding out infant mortality of poorly-constructed PV modules, they are 
still far from being representative of actual degradation experienced by field-exposed 
modules. Even so, they provide a useful starting point for studying reliability in new 
materials like reactive ink metallizations. 
The Damp Heat 1000 h IEC 61215 test (DH1000) is the most relevant of these test 
protocols relating to degradation of metallization over time.  DH1000 consists exposing a 
module to 85 °C ± 2 °C under 85 % ± 5 % relative humidity for 1000 hours. This prolonged 
exposure to humidity under elevated temperatures assists moisture ingress into the module, 
promoting delamination and corrosion of metallization.  
Performance and degradation of cells with reactive ink metallizations, and 
commercially available screen-printed Ag pastes throughout encapsulation and DH1000 is 
reported in Chapter 5. A detailed study on corrosion of Ag-based metallizations, including 
reactive silver inks, is presented in Chapter 5.3. 
1.2.5 Summary 
It follows that there are four primary factors that govern power losses from the front 
grid. First, the media resistivity, ρm, of the metallization along with geometric factors (i.e. 
grid length, width, height) govern the total power lost from grid resistance. Second, optical 
and geometric factors are responsible for power losses from shading by the grid. Third, the 
resistance between the grid and the underlying layer (for example an emitter or transparent 
conducting oxide) is dependent on interfacial specific contact resistance, ρc, and can change 
throughout time with loss of adhesion. Fourth, performance and degradation of the front 
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grid throughout exposure to environmental stresses such as high relative humidity at 
elevated temperatures promotes corrosion of metallization. Minimizing power losses 
focuses on simultaneously balancing and optimizing these factors. This work focuses 
on addressing these four primary factors that contribute to power losses from the front 
grid and evaluate novel reactive ink metallizations in terms of these losses. Before 
detailing this work, the following chapter will describe the current industry standard 
and state of the art metallizations, and challenges in terms of these power losses. 
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2. CONVENTIONAL & STATE-OF-THE-ART METALLIZATIONS 
Metallization of solar cells requires both a metallization material (what the front grid 
will be made of), and a deposition method (how the front grid material will be deposited 
on the solar cell). Today, screen-printed Ag paste, referred to as SP Ag paste from this 
point forward, is the industry standard metallization method for Si solar cells. Benefits of 
this method include high throughput, relatively low-cost equipment with simple process 
operation [24]. However, Ag usage is high with SP Ag paste metallizations and finger 
geometries are limited by this conventional method [25]. 
As described in Chapter 1, reductions of Ag consumption are necessary to sustain 
current PV growth trajectories, and to reduce impact on total module manufacturing cost 
[15]. Chapters 2.1-2.6 describe conventional and state-of-the-art metallization methods, 
along with their advantages and challenges to widespread replacement of SP Ag paste 
metallization in the PV industry.  
2.1 Screen-Printing of Silver Pastes 
Screen-printing of Ag paste is the conventional metallization for Si solar cell 
manufacturing. The screen-printing process is depicted in Figure 5 [26]. The process goes 
as follows: First, a fine-mesh screen in stretched tightly and secured in a rigid frame. The 
screen is then patterned with a photosensitive emulsion using photolithography. The 
patterned screen consists of emulsion covering only designated regions of the screen. 
Emulsion-covered regions block paste from going through the openings in the mesh, and 
exposed regions of the mesh allow for paste to be deposited onto the solar cell (i.e. the 
exposed mesh opening pattern defines the front grid pattern). Next, the framed screen is 
clamped into a screen-printing machine, which minimally consists of a screen holder, 
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substrate holder, and a squeegee. Metallization paste (typically Ag paste) is applied across 
the width of the patterned region on top of the screen. Then, a squeegee moves the paste 
across the entire length of the pattern, flooding paste into openings in the patterned 
screen. The squeegee then moves back to its initial starting position. A solar cell is 
placed directly under the screen, and the screen is moved into close proximity of the 
top surface of the solar cell. Finally, the squeegee presses down on the screen while 
moving the entire length of the patterned region. The squeegee stretches the screen 
slightly, pressing the screen into contact with the solar cell surface, depositing paste 
where the openings are in the screen. Following this process, the paste is dried and 
cured/fired in a furnace following the paste manufacturers specifications.  
Again, the main advantages of SP Ag paste metallization is that the process is 
relatively simple and robust, has high throughput speeds (>50 mm/s), and has been the 
primary method used in PV manufacturing for nearly half a century [27]. State-of-the-
art screen-printing techniques use screens with 30 µm mesh openings, forming fingers 
around 46 µm wide, have throughput speeds of over 100 mm/s, and a minimum Ag-
Figure 5. Schematic showing the process of screen printing paste onto a solar cell. 
Schematic was modified from an original figure by Aleeva and Pignataro [27].   
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consumption of 67.7 mg Ag/cell [25], [28]. Still, there is noteworthy room for 
improvement using SP Ag pastes.  
First, further reducing Ag usage is a crucial area for improvement. Historically, the 
price of Ag has been quite volatile and expensive; for example in 2002 the price of Ag was 
approximately $5 /troy oz. before nearly quadrupling to $39 /troy oz. in 2011 [15]. For this 
reason, solar cell manufacturers have already been targeting and achieving reductions in 
the amount of Ag used in solar cell manufacturing [8], [28]. The International Technology 
Roadmap for Photovoltaics (ITRPV) describes this trend and projected further reductions 
in Ag usage; in 2016 c-Si solar cells typically used just above 100 mg Ag/cell, usage is 
projected to decrease to about 40 mg/cell [8].  This is not only necessary to reduce 
dependence on a volatile costly commodity; world reserves of Ag supplies could be a 
limiting material constraint to terawatt levels of PV production unless Ag content is 
Figure 6. Schematic of high-temperature glass frit Ag paste firing through a SiNx 
layer on Si. (a) Shows the etching through the SiNx by the PbO in the frit, (b) shows 
Ag–Pb alloying, (c) shows Ag moving through molten frit and deposition at the Si 
interface, and (d) shows the final fired-finger morphology, with a sintered Ag 
particle network in glass. Schematic taken from Fields et al. [30]. 
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Third, ITRPV also projects a trend towards thinner wafers in the upcoming decade [8]. 
This trend towards thinner wafers would encourage a more delicate, non-impact 
metallization deposition method to minimize breakage of fragile thin wafers to increase 
yield. At present, wafer thicknesses below 150 µm have higher risk of breakage during cell 
fabrication [8]. 
Finally, SP Ag paste metallizations must be tailored to meet requirements for each type 
of device architecture. As described in Chapter 1, diffused junction c-Si cells generally 
used a high-temperature screen-printed Ag paste that is fired at temperatures in excess of 
700 °C. This high temperature is necessary to sinter the Ag particles together, fire through 
the nitride layer, and make ohmic contact to the emitter (see Figure 6) [29].  
Furthermore, as the market share of SHJ is expected in increase over the next decade, 
this requires metallization processed under approximately 200 °C [30], [31]. SHJ cells 
require metallizations that do not need to be heated to temperatures above ~200 °C in order 
to preserve the passivation provided by hydrogenated intrinsic amorphous Si [30]. 
Presently SHJ cells are not widely mass-produced, still several specialized low-
temperature screen-printed Ag pastes have been commercially produced for such 
application. The two types of pastes that are used for SHJ cells are thermoplastic and 
thermoset pastes [30]. These low-temperature pastes still require temperatures near 200 °C 
to cross-link conductive polymers to form a continuous conductive chain for thermoset 
pastes, and to evaporate conductivity-limiting solvents for both thermoset and 
thermoplastic pastes [30]. Since these low-temperature pastes are heavily loaded with 
polymers, large amounts of Ag must be used to decrease the media resistivity of the paste 
(see Equation 1.11). An estimated 200 mg of Ag/cell is used for a SHJ cell with low-
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temperature Ag paste compared to about 100 mg/cell for a c-Si with high-temperature 
Ag paste [7], [30]. This means double the amount of Ag is used in the low-temperature 
pastes while still resulting in higher media resistivity. 
Despite these challenges, screen-printing of Ag pastes is expected to remain the 
dominant metallization technology for the coming decades [8]. Opportunities for 
improvement of SP Ag paste include  the use of knotless screens (screens with only 
parallel wires in one direction) for homogeneous finger geometry and narrower finger 
widths, improvements in paste formulation to reduce screen clogging and finger width 
spreading, and print-on-print  methodology [28], [32], [33]. Still, other metallization 
methods are expected to gain market share year after year as improvements to new 
technologies are made [8]. The following chapters detail some of these approaches to 
improve metallization of solar cells. 
2.2 Stencil Printing 
Stencil printing is similar to screen-printing, where a paste is applied to a thin 
stainless steel foil patterned chemically or with a laser to form openings down to 15 µm 
wide [30]. Ag paste is typically squeegeed across the patterned foil, depositing paste 
onto the solar cell surface. After the paste is dried, another layer may be printed on top 
of the first layer –this is called double-printing. Double-printing improves finger aspect 
ratio but requires high-precision alignment to print directly on top of the first layer, 
which remains a challenge for low-cost industrial practices.  
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Figure 7  shows examples of fingers printed from stencil printing compared to 
screen-printing, including a high aspect ratio finger from double-print stencil printing [30]. 
The benefits of stencil printing include realization of narrower, taller fingers (if double-
printing with micron-scale alignment is used) compared to screen-printing [30]. Still, 
stencil printing is a contact deposition method that involves pressure applied on the wafer 
potentially breaking the stencil, or the wafer similarly to the screen-printing challenges 
described in Chapter 2.1 
2.3 Copper Pastes 
The path toward reducing Ag usage relies on reducing Ag content of the metallization 
while maintaining or improving media resistivity.  Ag has the lowest resistivity 
(1.59 µΩ∙cm) of all metals and therefore has the greatest potential to minimize power 
losses related to metallization compared to other materials. However, Cu has relatively low 
resistivity of 1.68 µΩ∙cm and is considerably less expensive than Ag, with 2017 price of 
$6.3 /kg USD compared to $550 /kg for Ag [34]. Low-temperature (< 200 °C) screen-
printed Cu pastes have demonstrated resistivities of 100 µΩ∙cm, which still is high 
compared to resistivity of state-of-the-art low-temperature Ag paste (~5 µΩ∙cm) and high-
Figure 7. Examples of fingers printed with low-temperature Ag paste by screen-
printing (a), and stencil printing (b-e). The cross-sectional image in e) shows the high 
aspect ratio that is achieved using double-print stencil printing. Figure taken from De 
Wolfe et al. [31]. 
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temperature Ag paste (~4 µΩ∙cm) [15], [35], [36]. An additional challenge for Cu 
metallizations is that Cu is chemically less inert than Ag, and often forms copper oxide 
under ambient atmospheres and at elevated temperatures [37].  
2.4 Metal Plating 
Metal plating is the envisioned substitute for screen-printed Ag paste in PV 
manufacturing in the coming years [8]. Benefits of metal plating are the realization of 
high-aspect ratio fingers with low metal usage (see example of plated Cu finger in 
Figure 8) [38]. Plating requires an initial high-precision process to pattern a masking 
layer [38]. The most commonly used techniques for selective patterning of solar cell 
technologies are photolithography, laser processing, soft lithography, screen-printing, 
aerosol printing, and inkjet printing, these patterning processes often require micron-
scale alignment from one step to the next [38], [39]. Each of these existing patterning 
techniques has limitations in achieving high quality results while also having low 
capital expenditure and waste, industrial scalability, and process simplicity.  
Figure 8. Scanning electron microscope image of a cross-sectional view of a Ni-Cu 
finger plated by light induced plating, with finger width less than 50 µm, and height 
of 16-18 µm. Figure taken from Lennon et al. [39]. 
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Metal plating can be done by electroplating, electroless plating, or light induced 
plating; each method has its own advantages and disadvantages. Common plated materials 
include Ag, Ni and Cu for photovoltaic applications. Electroplating requires physical 
contact to supply a source of electrons for plating. This results in relatively fast plating 
rates, however it requires more complex wafer handling equipment [38]. Light induced 
plating relies on the light-induced current from a solar cell to provide a source of electrons. 
In electroless plating, a reducing agent in a solution of metal ions provides the source of 
electrons for the metal reduction process. Concentration of the reducing agent the needs to 
be continuously monitored, controlled, and replaced, resulting in added waste management 
costs. Moreover, plating rates for electroless plating are generally much slower than 
electroplating processes.  
Currently, some remaining obstacles for plated metallizations for solar cells include 
improving adhesion, and demonstrating long-term reliability [38]. Additionally, a 
substantial challenge remains in proving that plated metallizations’ value propositions (cost 
reductions, efficiency gains, and throughput) are high enough to replace already running 
and process-proven screen-printers with plating equipment. Furthermore, electroplating 
results in a large quantity of waste that contains toxic and hazardous chemicals, and use of 
large amounts of fresh water [40]. 
2.5 Dispense Printing of Particle-Based Inks & Pastes 
Dispense printing has the potential to be a low-cost, industrially scalable, non-contact, 
high-precision, and maskless deposition method capable of reducing material waste [41]. 
The printing process involves dispensing a fixed quantity of a liquid ink or paste from a 
reservoir through a nozzle [41]. There are various types of dispense printers, such as drop-
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on-demand printers which dispense a single drop at a time, or stream dispense printers 
which eject a continuous stream of fluid. In 2015, Pospischil et al. reported on the 
realization of dispense printing platform that is competitive with screen-printing in 
solar cell manufacturing [33]. They demonstrated several advantages of dispense 
printing over screen-printing; i) processing speeds of over 700 mm/s, which is 
competitive with state-of-the-art screen-printers; ii) nearly 50% reduction in shading 
losses due to minimized spreading of paste (see Figure 9); iii) 20 % less Ag 
consumption due to high homogeneity of finger geometries; (iv) an increase in absolute 
efficiency of 0.4 % [33].  
Dispense printing, though promising, still has some challenges. The most 
commonly used inks for dispense printing of metallization are nano-particle based 
metallic inks. Particle-based inks have relatively low metal loading content, and also 
contain organic additives [42], [43]. These organic additives have several functions; 
first, to provide a liquid phase solution for dispense printing; second, to coat metallic 
particles with a capping agent to keep them from clustering and clogging nozzles; and 
third, to improve mechanical properties of the printed metallization with enhancing 
Figure 9. SEM images of a screen-printed paste finger, dispense printed with 40 µm 
nozzle (left), and a narrower, high aspect ratio modified paste, dispense printed 
finger with a 40 µm nozzle diameter (right). Figure taken from Pospichil et al. [34]. 
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agents (binding and adhesion) [41], [42]. Once printed, some of these organic additives 
need to be removed in order to allow metallic particles to physically contact each other 
to create a conductive network (see example of capping agent removal in Figure 10) [44]. 
Heat typically above 200 °C is applied to remove solvents, partially remove the capping 
agent to create physical contact between adjacent metallic particles, then to sinter those 
metallic particles together, and finally to cure any mechanical property enhancing agents 
[42], [45]. Consequently, media resistivities of these particle-based inks are higher than 
bulk metal resistivity because they contain additives. Achieving low media resistivities is 
especially challenging if the inks cannot be processed at temperatures over 200 °C to 
thermally sinter conductive particles together, as in the case for SHJ metallization [30]. 
Printed feature size (i.e. finger width, wf) is limited in part by the diameter of the printer 
nozzle. Particle-based inks must have small particles to avoid clogging nozzles. Even with 
capping agents, particle sizes can only be minimized to an extent before nozzles will clog. 
A general rule is that the nozzle diameter must be greater than 7× the particle diameter to 
Figure 10. Schematic of chemical sintering process of metal nanoparticles with a 
capping agent, taken from Glunz et al. [45]. 
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avoid clogging [25].  Thus, smaller nozzle diameters are employed to produce narrower 
fingers, and particle size must also decrease to avoid clogging. Furthermore, as particle 
size becomes smaller to accommodate smaller nozzles, the price of the particles 
increases because special processes are needed to produce nanoparticles compared to 
microparticles [46].  
The remaining challenges for dispense printing of metallization lies in the 
formulation of the ink or paste, and printing parameters to produce features with desired 
geometric and electrical properties. Chapters 2.6- 3.2 describe in more detail how ink 
properties and printing parameters can influence geometric and electrical properties of 
dispense printed metallizations. 
2.6 Dispense Printing of Reactive Inks 
The main focus of this work is to evaluate potential of a new metallization 
technique, dispense printing of reactive inks, to become a high efficiency replacement 
for solar cell metallization. The previous chapter described the advantages and 
challenges of dispense printing as a deposition method. Advantages include being a 
non-contact deposition method, which means there is lower risk of wafer breakage 
compared to contact methods such as screen-printing and stencil printing, especially 
for thinner wafers. Additionally, dispense printing offers a low-cost, high performance 
alternative to traditional methods used in the manufacturing and processing of silicon 
solar cell technologies [33]. The main challenge remaining for dispense printing of 
metallization is ink formulation in combination with printing parameters to form 
metallization with the desired geometry and electrical properties.  
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This work aims to address the above challenges while also advancing applications and 
understanding of a novel metallization material: reactive inks. First in this chapter, I 
introduce reactive inks, and compare them to conventional particle-based inks. Next, I 
describe the unique sensitivity of reactive inks to processing parameters. Lastly, I give a 
summary of the state-of-the-art in reactive ink metallizations as reported by others before 
presenting my own work on dispense printed reactive ink metallizations for photovoltaics 
in Chapters 3-5. 
2.6.1 Introduction to Reactive Inks 
Reactive inks have potential to be a low-cost, high performance alternative to 
conventional, particle-based inks like the ones mentioned in Chapter 2.5. Particle-based 
inks print clusters of conductive particles. Reactive inks, on the other hand, print chemical 
reactions that can produce solid metals at mild temperatures. This reaction can be initiated 
either by elevated temperature (thermally), solvent or stabilizing agent evaporation 
(chemically), by some increased catalytic activity of the substrate (kinetically), or a 
combination of the three [43], [47]–[49].  
Figure 11 shows a comparison of ink compositions and resulting metallizations for a 
reactive ink and particle-based ink. Particle-based inks consist of conductive particles 
(shown as grey circles) suspended in solvents and additives (such as glass-frit or binders, 
for example, represented by red circles). Reactive inks are particle-free liquids containing 
metal ions (M+) and reducing agents (R-). They are the precursors to a reduction-
precipitation reaction that has solid metal as the product. Once printed the reaction begins 
to reduce and precipitate solid metal (represented by grey circles). Reactive inks can be 
formed at mild temperatures, with sintering between particles occurring primarily 
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chemically, whereas particle-based inks often require high temperatures (> 200 °C), and 
sintering is primarily thermal [42], [43]. 
For particle-based inks and pastes, too large of a particle size will cause nozzles or 
screens to clog, which limits the minimum mesh and nozzle diameter (see Chapters 2.1 
and 2.5). Again, as a general rule, nozzle diameter must be more than 7× the particle 
size to prevent clogging [25]. The particle-free nature of reactive inks expands the 
opportunity to further reduce finger widths by using nozzle diameters significantly 
smaller than those used for particle-based inks.  
Figure 11. Particle-based inks and pastes consist of conductive particles (grey 
circles) suspended in solvents and ink/paste modifiers (such as glass-frit or binders, 
represented by red circles). Reactive inks are particle-free precursors to a chemical 
reaction that once printed begin to reduce metal ions (M+) and precipitate solid metal 
(represented by grey circles). Reactive inks can be formed at mild temperatures with 
chemical sintering, whereas particle-based inks require high temperatures to 
thermally sinter conductive particles.   
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The base reactive silver ink (RSI) presented in the majority of this work is formed 
following a modified Tollens’ process, as described in full detail by Walker and Lewis 
[45]. The RSI presented in this work is also typically prepared with ethanol, a high vapor 
pressure solvent, to alter the viscosity of the ink for dispense printing. The main 
constituents of the initial ink solution, the reactive silver ink, and the printed feature are 
shown below [45]: 
𝑁𝐻ସ𝑂𝐻 𝐻ଶ𝑂⁄ + 𝐴𝑔𝐶ଶ𝐻ଷ𝑂ଶ + 𝐶𝐻ଶ𝑂ଶ → 
→ |𝐴𝑔(𝑁𝐻ଷ)ଶ| ା |𝐶ଶ𝐻ଷ𝑂ଶ| ି → 𝐴𝑔      Equation 2.1 
The initial solution (reactants in Equation 2.1) consists of aqueous ammonium 
hydroxide, silver acetate, and formic acid. The reactive silver ink (intermediate products in 
Equation 2.1), which contains diamine silver cations, acetate and formate anions, is stable 
at room temperature as long as there is excess ammonia in the solution. Once the reactive 
silver ink is printed, the excess ammonia evaporates and drives the reaction forward, 
reducing the silver diamine to silver and residual acetate. Upon a mild temperature 
treatment of 90 °C, Walker and Lewis reported resistivity identical to that of pure Ag (final 
product in Equation 2.1) [45].  
If properly designed, reactive inks produce highly pure metal at mild temperatures. 
However, the “reactive” nature of reactive inks presents a unique challenge; Final 
morphology and composition of the metallization relies on kinetics of a chemical reaction. 
Therefore, reactive ink metallizations are markedly sensitive to process variations. 
Figure 12 schematically illustrates the complexity of reactive ink systems where, due to 
differences in evaporation, heat transfer, reaction rate, and fluid flow, the resulting 
metallization will vary. Here, a distinction is made between the reactive ink and the 
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resulting metallization because of this dependence on factors that influence the ink’s 
reaction to form the metallization. 
For clarity, Figure 12 (a) shows a schematic of dispense printing of reactive inks. 
The reactive ink is prepared and placed in the ink reservoir. The ink is initially 
composed of metal ions and reducing agents (M+ and R-, respectively). The ink is 
dispensed from the ink reservoir, through a nozzle. The dispense printing systems used 
in this work are equipped with a heated platen to secure and heat the substrate during 
printing.   
Figure 12 (b-f) also shows some of the major parameters that influence the ink’s 
reaction and therefore the resulting metallization. For each of these major parameters, 
this schematic shows a comparison of the ink and resulting metallization and lists the 
metallization characteristics that are largely influenced. 
Figure 12. (a) Schematic of dispense printing of reactive ink. (b-f) Parameters that 
influence the resulting metallization properties, along with the properties that are 
most heavily influenced by changes in the corresponding parameter. R denotes 
resistance, ρm is media resistivity, ρc is specific contact resistance, and α is adhesion. 
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As mentioned above, the RSI in this work is typically prepared with ethanol to adjust 
the viscosity of the ink for printing. Solvent type and solvent:ink ratio also significantly 
influence wettability, evaporation rate, and coffee-ring effect of the printed ink [50], [51]. 
Inks with a higher solvent:ink ratio are more diluted. That is, they have lower metal and 
reductant ion concentrations, and a relatively slower reaction rate [47]. So, a low 
solvent:ink ratio ink will react relatively quickly, nucleating and aggregating larger metal 
clusters that entrap volatile solvents and forming large pores. Accordingly, solvent:ink ratio 
influences morphology of the resulting metallization, largely influencing media resistivity 
(ρm), specific contact resistance (ρc), and adhesion (α) (see Figure 12 (b)).  
Nozzle diameter is another parameter that influences the final metallization 
characteristics. The diameter affects the amount and distribution of ink that is dispensed 
(Figure 12 (c)). Therefore, nozzle diameter influences metallization resistance (R), and 
feature width, or finger width (wf). Notably, adhesion (α) is also influenced by nozzle 
diameter and will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 4.1.  
The substrate on which the ink is printed is similarly important in the resulting 
metallization characteristics.  While the ink is contained in the reservoir, the ink is a 
particle-free liquid. Once printed, the ink will begin to react, and the ink will conform to 
the substrate on which it was printed depending on the ink composition and substrate 
surface energy. The ink and substrate surface energy dictate wettability of the ink too, 
significantly influencing wf (see Figure 12 (d)). Furthermore, substrate surface energy and 
surface termination can be modified to improve adhesion (α) [50]–[52]. This subject—
specifically surface modification of ITO—will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 4.2. 
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Moreover, substrate temperature governs reaction and evaporation rates which 
influences ρm, α, particle nucleation, aggregation, and morphology (see Figure 12 (e)).   
Lastly, metallization resistance can be decreased by printing more layers on top of 
the initial layer, increasing the current-carrying cross-sectional area. However, 
resistance does not necessarily scale linearly with number of layers; Reactive ink 
metallizations are porous, so each additional layer that is printed on top can flow into 
the pores, changing the porosity and ρm. Furthermore, depending on other parameters—
namely solvent type, solvent:ink ratio, and substrate temperature— ρc and α can be 
influenced by the number of layers printed. If a metal film forms on the top surface of 
the metallization, solvents can be trapped below the solid surface. The volatilization of 
trapped solvents builds up pressure under the solid metal surface until the surface 
ruptures. These phenomena can result in large pores, and decreased adhesion, and will 
be discussed in more detail in Chapter 4.1.  
Much of the work presented in Chapters 3-5 aims to improve understanding of how 
these parameters influence the reactive ink metallization characteristics, with a focus 
on improving  ρc , ρm , wf, and α for low series resistance solar cell metallization. The 
next chapter will describe current state-of-the-art reactive inks that have been 
developed by others for general use as conductive inks. 
2.6.2  State-of-the-Art Reactive Inks 
While the concept of printing conductive lines from chemical precursors or 
reactions is not new, recent advances in the chemistries of conductive reactive inks 
have dramatically reduced the reaction temperatures to below 150 °C, and even down 
to room temperature with recent improvements in electrical properties [10], [11]. To 
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date, Walker and Lewis’ reactive silver ink (RSI) demonstrates the best electrical 
properties, with resistivity identical to bulk silver with annealing at 90 °C in air [43]. 
In 2012, Walker and Lewis first reported on synthesis of this RSI using a modified Tollens’ 
process [43]. Their formulation uses silver acetate, formic acid and ammonium hydroxide, 
which improves upon the original Tollens’ process in several ways; First, the use of silver 
acetate, rather than silver nitrate, results in an ink that is stable and non-explosive; Second, 
the use of formic acid leaves only water and carbon dioxide as residuals. Because of the 
excellent electrical properties and potential advantages of the particle-free nature of the 
ink, the majority of the work presented in Chapters 3-5 employs Walker and Lewis’ RSI 
as the base ink for solar cell metallizations. 
Even though Walker and Lewis’ RSI has advantageous electrical properties, Ag usage 
in solar cells is expected to be substantially reduced, or eliminated entirely in the coming 
decades [8], [30], [43]. Cu is the envisioned replacement for Ag solar cell metallizations 
due to its comparable resistivity and substantially lower price (see Table I). 
 To date, several reactive Cu inks have been developed, but none have demonstrated 
properties competitive with Ag-based metallizations for solar cells [37], [48], [49]. At this 
time, the best performing Cu reactive inks have been developed by Farraj et al., and  Shin 
et al. [37], [49].  
 Farraj’s Cu reactive ink is formulated from copper formate and 2-amino-2-methyl-1-
propanol, which decomposes under nitrogen atmosphere at 140 °C, with a resulting ρm of 
10.5 µ·cm [37]. Also using a Cu reactive ink formulated with copper formate and 2-
amino-2-methyl-1-propanol, an even lower ρm of 9.5 µ·cm has been demonstrated by 
Shin et al. However this was only achieved through annealing at 350 °C under a nitrogen 
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atmosphere [49]. Cu is chemically less inert than Ag, adding to the challenges for Cu 
reactive inks, as they currently suffer from easy oxidation to form copper oxide under 
ambient atmospheres. As exemplified in Table I, current state-of-the-art Cu reactive 
ink properties still have room for improvement to become an industrially viable 
replacement for Ag-based metallizations for solar cells. 
Still, although the majority of this work utilizes Walker and Lewis’ reactive silver 
ink (RSI), evaluation of other reactive inks for use as solar cell metallization can benefit 
from the work presented here. We propose dispense printing of RSI as an advanced 
metallization method for solar cells, offering the potential to reduce LCOE for solar 
photovoltaics.  
Table 1. Comparison of silver and copper properties. 
  
Properties Silver Copper 
Bulk ρ 1.6 µ·cm 1.7 µ·cm 
Price per kg in USD * $ 489.00 $ 5.91 
State-of-the-art reactive ink ρm ** 1.6 µ·cm 9.5 µ·cm 
Reactive ink processing temperature ** 90 °C  350 °C 
Reactive ink processing atmosphere ** air nitrogen 
* Metal spot price on January 21, 2019 from [53].  
**Reactive silver and copper ink information from [43], [49] 
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3. REACTIVE SILVER INK METALLIZATION PROPERTIES 
The major goal of this work is to evaluate potential of a novel metallization technique 
–dispense printing of reactive inks –to become a high efficiency replacement for solar cell 
metallization. Specifically, this work uses reactive silver inks (RSI) as a prototype, which 
can be extended to other reactive inks. The characteristics used to evaluate the potential of 
this novel metallization method are: 
1. Media resistivity, ρm (Chapter 1.2.1) 
2. Optical & geometric properties, such as wf (Chapter 1.2.2) 
3. Specific contact resistance, ρc (Chapter 1.2.3) 
4. Adhesion, α (Chapter 1.2.3) 
5. Performance over time (Chapter 1.2.4) 
Before detailed evaluation of the above characteristics, Chapter 3.1 describes a proof-
of-concept study using RSI as front grid metallization for SHJ cells. This study shows the 
basic properties of RSI before complete optimization and motivates the remainder of this 
work. Following the proof-of-concept study, Chapter 3.2 describes characterization of RSI 
optical properties and ρm for varying deposition parameters (see Figure 12 for examples of 
parameters). These characteristics are described in relation to the porous structure of RSI, 
as well as how to characterize porous structures. Chapter 4 details electrical 
characterization of the ITO/RSI interface (ρc and α), including a study on a potential 
adhesion promoting layer for RSI to ITO surfaces. Chapter 5 outlines and compares device 
performance and degradation for SHJ cells made with RSI, and SP Ag Paste front grid 
metallizations.  
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3.1 Proof-of-Concept for Dispense Printed Reactive Inks for Solar Cell Front 
Metallization 
The first work in this project is a proof-of-concept study for RSI front grid 
metallization deposited by Drop-on-Demand (DoD) printing. RSI was synthesized 
according to the process developed by Walker and Lewis [45]. DoD printing was used 
to attempt to print high-precision, narrow features to minimize power losses from 
shading. The promising first results of this study show that RSI metallization deposited 
by DoD printing resulted in low resistivity (2-5 µΩ∙cm) metallization at mild 
temperatures of 78 °C. Solar cells with a front grid formed from DoD RSI performed 
comparably to cells prepared with its screen-printed counterpart. The main findings of 
the article are provided below to illustrate these results, as well as frame the motivation 
for the rest of this work [54]. The full article can be found published elsewhere [54]. 
3.1.1 Drop-on-Demand Reactive Silver Inks for Solar Cell Front-Grid Metallization: 
Proof of Concept 
High temperatures are often required to form low resistivity Ohmic contact. High 
temperatures are applied to evaporate conductivity-limiting organic residues in 
conductive pastes or to sinter conductive particles [42], [45].  Unfortunately, such high 
temperatures are not compatible with next generation photovoltaics such as SHJ 
devices [42], [45], [55], [56]. This work aims to demonstrates high-conductivity 
metallization formed at mild temperatures to broaden device application opportunities 
to include thermally-sensitive substrates and electronically-active layers.  
Reactive metallic inks—such as nickel, copper, and silver—enable dispense 
printing of highly conductive features at low temperatures (typically 35–120 °C) 
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without the need of a post-deposition anneal [45], [57], [47]. Here, RSI films were formed 
from silver acetate, formic acid, and ammonia following a modified Tollens’ process, 
described in detail by Walker and Lewis [45]. The printing process from this RSI results 
in the reduction and precipitation of Ag, and residual acetate groups [54]. During printing, 
the substrate (or solar cell) is maintained at mild temperatures below 100 °C to volatilize 
the organic residues. The resulting in RSI films exhibits composition and resistivity nearly 
equivalent to that of pure Ag [45], [47]. 
Again, solar cell metallization requires patterning of micron-size features for optimal 
device performance, which can advantageously be addressed by DoD RSI printing. This 
technique facilitates high-precision patterning of fine features without the need of 
additional masking steps, while also minimizing waste of precious metals in inks and pastes 
[18]. Here, we present the main results for a proof-of-concept investigate RSI metallization 
deposited by DoD printing as front grid metallization of solar cells, which to our 
knowledge, is reported for the first time in our publication [54].  
Again, at this time, the highest efficiency for non-concentrated Si solar cells is held by 
amorphous Si (a-Si)/crystalline Si (c-Si) heterojunction (SHJ) cells with a reported 
efficiency of 25.6% for standard reference spectra (ASTM G173) [55]. However, a 
limitation of SHJ cell performance is the considerably high series resistance (Rs) that 
primarily results from the relatively high-resistivity, low-temperature Ag paste that is used 
for front grid metallization (see Chapter 2.1). Although low ρm of ~ 5 μΩ∙cm have been 
recently reported for state-of-the-art curing processes using screen-printed Ag pastes, there 
is still notable room for improvement [36].   
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While diffused-junction Si solar cells can use high temperature annealing to form 
low resistance metallization from Ag pastes, SHJ cells are substantially more thermally 
sensitive, as the surface passivation—typically provided by hydrogenated amorphous 
silicon (a-Si:H)—begins to degrade at temperatures above ~200 °C [31]. Thus, a major 
challenge for achieving higher efficiency SHJ cells is in minimizing Rs by reducing the 
metallization ρm and ρc. This proposed combination of this advanced printing technique 
with RSI offers opportunities to benefit SHJ performance through (i) formation of 
highly conductive metallization grids to reduce Rs, (ii) processing at mild temperatures 
to avoid degradation of passivation layers, and (iii) reduced front grid wf to minimize 
shadowing effects and enhance current generation. Moreover, these benefits are not 
limited to SHJ solar cells only, other thermally sensitive devices such as organic 
photovoltaics could improve performance using RSI metallization [58].  
The work presented here introduces and examines DoD printing of RSI (DoD RSI) 
as an alternative front grid metallization method for SHJ cells. First, electrical and 
optical properties of DoD RSI films are characterized and compared to those of 
commercially-available screen-printed Ag paste (“SP paste”) films. Next, wf, finger 
aspect ratio, and substrate surface morphology are discussed. Then, the impact of front 
grid metallization method on SHJ solar cell current-voltage characteristics is analyzed, 
with emphasis on the contributions to series resistance. Overall, we demonstrate similar 
device performance for the SP paste and DoD RSI SHJ cell. Finally, we summarize a 
path towards optimization of the RSI metallization process in order to exceed 
performance of SP paste metallization. 
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The base ink was prepared following Walker and Lewis’ recipe [45]. The RSI was then 
diluted 1:1 by volume with ethanol (EtOH, C2H6O, ACS reagent grade, Sigma Aldrich). 
RSI metallization was printed in an ambient atmosphere on a Microfab Jetlab II inkjet 
printing system with a 60-µm-wide nozzle [47].  All RSI metallizations in Chapter 3.1.1 
were printed 5-layers-thick. SP paste grids were printed with an Applied Materials Baccini 
screen-printer using a low-cure-temperature Ag paste from Namics Corporation. 
RSI was characterized by four-point probe, spectrophotometry, and optical mocroscope 
imaging. The RSI pads were printed at 51, 78 and 107 °C. The SP paste contact pads were 
printed at room temperature, followed by annealing in a muffle furnace in ambient 
atmosphere for 20 min. at 200 °C.  
SHJ solar cell samples were fabricated, front grids were prepared on half of the samples 
by screen-printing a low-cure-temperature Ag paste (SP paste). Next, all samples were 
annealed in air at 200 °C for 20 min. in order to recover damage incurred during ITO 
sputtering deposition [59], in addition to curing the SP paste. Finally, front metallization 
was prepared according to the above-described RSI printing recipe at 78 °C on annealed 
SHJ cells.  
Figure 13 shows ρm of RSI films printed at various substrate temperatures, bulk ρ of 
pure Ag (1.6 µΩ·cm), and ρm of SP paste pads after curing for 20 min. at 200 °C 
(20 µΩ·cm). Again, a distinction is made between bulk ρ, and ρm, which is used to describe 
resistivity of a composite or a porous material [22]  [22], [47], [60]. As the substrate 
temperature increases to 78 °C, the RSI film ρm decreases, resulting in an average of 
4.4 μΩ∙cm. At this substrate temperature, the RSI ρm is an order of magnitude less resistive 
than that of the SP paste. The ρm of RSI approaches that of pure Ag as residual organics 
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are removed with elevated temperatures [45]. Upon heating to 90 °C, all organics are 
volatilized [45]. At 78 °C the RSI film contains traces of these organic residuals, and is 
porous, which results in ρm higher than that of pure Ag. When the substrate temperature 
is elevated to 107 °C, an even lower ρm of 2.0 μΩ∙cm is observed. RSI metallization ρm 
is expected to approach that of pure Ag by optimization of: (i) the substrate heating 
temperature to remove all residual organics, (ii) the RSI recipe to reduce porosity, and 
(iii) by printing in an inert atmosphere to eliminate oxidation at elevated 
temperatures [54]. 
Figure 14 shows total reflectance spectra of films formed from SP paste and RSI 
compared to a smooth, pure Ag mirror [61]. The spectrum of the RSI film shows high 
reflectance above the characteristic absorption edge of Ag ~ 310–325 nm, along with 
the appearance of a distinct dip ~ 350 nm. These are characteristics of a rough Ag 
surface [61]. This dip around 350 nm is attributed to light absorption by surface 
Figure 13. Media resistivity of RSI-printed pads formed for various substrate 
temperatures compared with the resistivity of pure Ag, and SP Ag paste pads after 
curing for 20 min at 200 °C, showing that the media resistivity of RSI is lower than 
SP paste when printed at low temperatures. Figure taken from our publication [55]. 
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plasmons on the rough Ag surface, which is negligible for the smooth Ag mirror [61], 
[62]. For the entire spectral range shown in Figure 14, the SP paste pad exhibits lower 
reflectance than the Ag mirror and the DoD RSI contact pad, likely due to presence of 
absorbing organics and polymers.  
Next, SHJ cells were prepared with front grid electrodes formed from DoD RSI, and 
from SP paste, as shown in Figure 15. These solar cells were prepared identically except 
for the front grid metallization materials. Girds patterns were the same for both the RSI 
and SP paste cells. The wf and height were 100–130 µm and 20–25 µm for the SP paste 
cell, and with more variability 75–145 µm and 1–5 µm for the RSI cell, respectively. In 
terms of shading losses, wf for RSI on average is narrower than wf for SP paste fingers. 
This should result in lower Jsc losses for the RSI cell.  
Furthermore, Figure 15 (c) shows imperfections from the DoD printing process, 
resulting in spots on the bottom region of the RSI cell. This imperfection comes from 
Figure 14. Reflectance spectra of a DoD RSI metallization pad, an SP paste 
metallization pad, and a pure Ag mirror from [63]. Figure taken from our 
publication [55]. 
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instability of the droplet formation during printing. These imperfections add additional 
shading which, if significant, will result in reduction of photocurrent but is avoidable in the 
future with further optimization of the printing process. 
Figure 16  shows SEM cross-sectional image of a RSI finger on a SHJ cell. It is 
clear that the RSI has a porous morphology. Interestingly, this SEM image shows a 
non-uniform coverage of the cell surface, leaving regions of the textured solar cell 
exposed. The resulting morphology on the textured solar cell surface is expected to 
influence the RSI metallization properties, such as finger resistance, specific contact 
resistance, and adhesion and reliability. The exposure of the underlying cell under the 
Figure 15. Schematic of SHJ solar cell layers in cross-sectional (a) contrast enhanced 
photograph of SHJ solar cells with front-grid metallization formed from (b) SP paste 
and (c) DoD RSI. Figure taken from our publication [55]. 
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RSI finger might transmit some light through, and potentially increase in 
photogeneration current. This is discussed in more detail in Chapter 3.2.1.  
Solar cell fingers with minimal wf but high cross-sectional area (high aspect ratio) will 
result in minimal resistive and shading losses. Interestingly, as shown below, the solar cell 
prepared with RSI front grid performs comparably to the SP paste solar cell—before 
complete process optimization— despite fingers with low aspect-ratio, high porosity, and 
poor adhesion, showing there is room for improvement. This result highlights the 
motivation for the rest of this work. 
Table 2. Comparison of solar cell electrical characteristics for one SP Paste cell, and one 
DoD RSI cell. 
 
 Voc (mV) 
Jsc 
(mA/cm2) 
pFF  
(%) 
FF 
(%) 
Rs 
(Ω•cm2) 
η 
(%) 
SP Paste  Cell 713 35.9 81.3 76.3 1.1 19.5 
DoD RSI Cell 712 35.5 80.9 72.9 1.8 18.4 
Figure 16. SEM cross-sectional image of a porous DoD RSI finger on a textured SHJ 
solar cell. Figure taken from our publication [55]. 
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Solar cell performance was evaluated from suns-Voc and one-sun I-V 
characterization. Pseudo-fill factors (pFF), fill factors (FF), open-circuit voltage (Voc), 
short-circuit current density (Jsc), and series resistance (Rs) are compared for the SP 
paste and RSI cells (see Table 2). Figure 17  shows the I-V characteristics of the SP 
paste and DoD RSI cells, taken from our study reported in full detail elsewhere [54]. 
The SP paste cell and DoD RSI cell demonstrate similar Voc of 713 and 712 mV, and 
Jsc of 35.9 and 35.5 mA/cm2, for the SP paste and DoD RSI cell, respectively. The 
small difference in  Jsc likely originates from additional shading from the imperfection 
spots from RSI printing instability (shown in Figure 15 (c)). Here it is important to note 
that the comparable values in pFF, Jsc, and Voc for both types of cells suggests that only 
the difference in front grid metallization methods affect Rs. Next, we compare the suns-
Voc and one-sun IV characteristics. Rs (shown in Table 2) is calculated from the voltage 
difference (∆V) at maximum power point (MPP), from the suns-Voc and one-sun I-V 
curves [20], [54], [63]: 
𝑅௦ =  
∆௏
௃ಾುು,ೀ೙೐ೄೠ೙
             Equation 3.1 
The difference in Rs is assumed to be only result from differences in resistance of 
the front grid, and the interfacial contact resistance ρc of the front grid to the ITO/Si. 
The RSI fingers have lower ρc than SP paste. However, Rs losses have only a square 
root dependence on ρc; whereas the Rs losses scale proportionally with R per unit length 
[21], [64]. Thus, in our case where ρc values have a wide range due to variations in 
interfacial connectivity of the porous DoD RSI fingers to the ITO, the difference in the 
resistance of the fingers per unit length outweighs the benefit of lower average ρc [54]. 
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We suggest that this accounts for the slightly higher Rs of the cell with the RSI printed 
finger [54]. 
The work presented here demonstrates that there is a path towards exceeding the 
performance of SP paste using RSI metallizations. The following points must be addressed 
to improve RSI metallization performance: (i) approach closer to pure Ag resistivity by 
reducing porosity, (ii) optimize printing parameters to reduce shadowing from imperfect 
Ag spots, (iii) finally find the optimal power loss tradeoff between porosity, use of adhesion 
modifiers, features’ thickness, and possible enhanced photogeneration by transmission of 
Figure 17. One-sun and suns–Voc – I–V curves for SHJ solar cells with front-grid 
metallizations formed from SP paste (top) and DoD RSI (bottom). Figure taken from 
our publication [55]. 
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light through the exposed textured peaks of the solar cell. These points are addressed 
in the following chapters.  
3.2 Optical and Electrical Properties of Reactive Silver Ink Metallization 
An ideal solar cell front grid metallization would be completely transparent and 
have no resistance. In reality, there are power losses from resistive voltage drop in the 
grid, and in photogenerated current from shading from the grid, as described in Chapter 
1.2. First in this chapter, RSI geometric and optical properties, namely finger width 
(wf), reflectance, transmittance, and absorptance are characterized for varying 
deposition parameters, Next, RSI media resistivity (ρm) is evaluated in relation to 
geometry and porosity by varying number of layers printed, and time delay between 
printing additional layers. An understanding of the influence of these parameters on 
RSI characteristics enables approaches to minimize power losses in full devices.  
3.2.1 Optical Characterization of RSI 
Previous work in Chapter 3.1.1 compared the reflectance spectra of an RSI film, an 
Ag paste film, and a smooth Ag mirror surface, showing that the RSI film exhibited a 
reflectance spectra representative of a rough porous Ag surface [54].  This previous 
work also showed resistive power losses due to low cross-sectional area of the RSI 
fingers as exemplified by the SEM image in Figure 16. In this SEM image, the porous, 
low-aspect ratio RSI finger only partially shaded the textured ITO/Si surface of the cell 
underneath; Peaks of the textured surface were visibly exposed through the regions of 
the finger, possibly contributing to additional photogenerated current. Thus, the 
morphology and optical properties of RSI fingers might open up the opportunity for 
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additional current generation from increased light transmission through the porous, 
low-profile structure. Here, investigation of the geometric and optical properties of RSI 
inks with varying solvent:ink ratio studies the possibility to tune the morphology of the 
film and therefore the power losses due to shading by RSI metallizations. Of course, these 
potential gains must be balanced against resistive losses.  
Several factors contribute to changes in optical and geometric properties of RSI 
metallization. As RSI is printed on a textured surface of a solar cell, the ink will flow into 
the valleys, the conformality of the resulting RSI finger will be different than on a flat 
Figure 18. Finger width (wf) and surface metal coverage of a DoD-printed RSI finger 
as a function of number of printing passes, for RSI prepared with solvent:ink ratios of 
10:1, 5:1, and 1:1.   
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substrate.  Additionally, solvent to ink ratio and increasing the number of print-passes 
(this is related to thickness) will affect wf, peak exposure, resistance, and continuity of 
conductive Ag particles in the finger. 
RSI fingers with varying number of layers, and solvent:ink ratios were prepared to 
study the relation to surface shading (surface metal coverage), wf, and finger continuity. 
The base ink was prepared following Walker and Lewis [43]. The base ink was then 
diluted with ethanol to prepare inks with solvent:ink ratios (vol.) of 10:1, 5:1, and 1:1. 
Figure 19. Optical properties of RSI for varying number of printing passes (layers) 
and solvent:ink ratios. 
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RSI fingers were printed 1-, 3-, and 5-layers thick on ITO-coated textured silicon 
(representative of a SHJ cell surface). Finger continuity was obeserved by optical 
microscope images and confirmed by two-point resistance measurements at the ends of 
each finger. 
Figure 18 shows width and surface metal coverage of RSI fingers for increasing number 
of print passes and solvent:ink ratios. Surface metal coverage (area of metal coverage in 
the central region of a finger) was quantified by image processing of optical microscope 
images.  The fingers formed from more dilute inks (10:1 and 5:1 solvent: ink ratios) show 
less surface coverage compared to the 1:1 ink. At low surface coverage (less than ~60 %) 
fingers are not continuous; Percolation of current is limited by incomplete connectivity of 
Ag particles, especially for low number of printing passes.  
Next, optical properties were measured by spectrophotometry for RSI of varying 
number of printing passes (number of layers), and solvent:ink ratios.  The base ink was 
prepared following Walker and Lewis [43]. The base ink was then diluted with ethanol to 
prepare inks with solvent:ink ratios (vol.) of 10:1, 5:1, and 1:1. 1 cm2 films of these RSIs 
Figure 20. Schematic of RSI film morphology for varying number of print passes, 
and solvent:ink ratios. 
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were printed 1-, 3-, and 5-layers thick on glass slides for optical measurements. 
Spectrophotometry was conducted using an integrating sphere with an opening for specular 
reflectance (Perkin Elmer). Total reflectance (RT), diffuse reflectance (RD), and 
transmittance (T) were measured, and absorptance (A) was calculated (A= 100% - T – 
R). Figure 19 shows these measured and calculated optical properties of the RSI films. 
To aid the discussion of the optical properties, Figure 20 shows exaggerated schematics 
of RSI film morphology for varying number of print passes, and solvent:ink ratios.  
The 1:1 ink has higher silver ion loading, and results in a more porous film 
compared to the 10:1 ink [47]. Since the 1:1 ink has 1-part solvent to 1-part RSI, the 
reaction rate is faster than for the more diluted 5:1 and 10:1 inks. This more 
concentrated 1:1 ink causes faster aggregation of Ag particles around pockets of 
solvent, leaving larger pores upon evaporation [47]. Additionally, the 1:1 ink is less 
viscous when printed, so the ink droplets will wet and coalesce less than the more dilute 
inks. The optical characteristics of our samples are in line with these contact 
morphology observations.   
For 1-pass-thick samples, the 1:1 film exhibits the highest RT and highest relative 
RD from scattering of light off the rough porous surfaces. The 5:1 and 10:1 inks are less 
porous, and smoother, show decreasing RD trend with increasing ink dilution.  For to 
3-passes-thick samples, T through the 1:1 ink film decreases since light is absorbed or 
reflected off the thicker Ag film. Still the 10:1 ink shows the lowest relative RD, 
suggesting a relatively smoother surface morphology of the film. The 5-passes-thick 
RSI films follows trends that are expected to continue as the number of passes 
increases; all films become thicker and show decreased T through the thicker layer of 
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Ag. Furthermore, as dilution increases, T increases, A decreases, and relative RD decreases 
due to smoother, more dense film morphology from slower reaction rates.  
This study shows the impact of solvent:ink ratio on finger width, surface metal 
coverage, and optical properties of reactive silver ink metallizations, and that these 
observations are in line with film morphology [47]. The low aspect ratio finger (Figure 16 
in Chapter 3.1.1) that inspired this study was made from the 1:1 ink printed 5-passes-thick. 
From this previous study, we concluded that Rs of the cell could be improved by reducing 
the finger resistance by printing more layers. Here, the RSI film printed 5-passes-thick with 
1:1 ink, transmittance is negligible. Still, measured diffuse reflectance was high for all 
solvent:ink ratios investigated, suggesting that some light might be reflected into the cell 
near the edge of the metallization. However, it should be emphasized that this study uses a 
1 cm2 film of RSI on a flat glass slide to measure optical properties, not fingers printed on 
a textured cell. We suggest that the trends in optical properties are translatable to textured 
surfaces, but that there might be a shift in transmittance, reflectance, and absorptance 
values from the values reported for larger area RSI films on flat glass (Figure 19).  
3.2.2 Electrical Characterization of Reactive Silver Ink 
Previous work presented in Chapter 3.1.1 showed that although the RSI metallization 
had lower ρm, and lower average ρc, Rs was higher in a solar cell with a front grid formed 
from RSI front grid metallization compared one with a front grid formed from screen-
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printed Ag paste (SP Ag paste). This was due to higher resistance, R, per unit length of the 
RSI metallization compared to the SP Ag paste. This higher R comes from two factors, 
first, the low cross-sectional area of the fingers, and second the high porosity. These 
factors are shown by Figure 16 in the previous work in Chapter 3.1.1 [54]. 
The cross-sectional geometry of the fingers is dependent on wetting of the RSI to 
the substrate, and the number of layers printed (passes of the print-head). Porosity is 
dependent on the solvent type, the solvent to ink ratio, and the temperature of the 
substrate during deposition [47]. Lefky et. al. [47] did a systematic study on the impact 
of various solvents and solvent:ink ratios at various substrate temperatures on RSI 
properties and Zhao et. al [65] investigated the percolation-limited media resistivity of 
RSI metallization.  
Since power losses of RSI metallization are dependent on the ρm, and therefore the 
porosity, it is extremely important to accurately evaluate the void content and identify 
ways to tune the desired characteristics. These DoD-printed RSI metallizations rely on 
printing precursors to a chemical reaction and printing one layer at a time. We 
Figure 21. Schematic of the in-filling process. A reactive ink (blue) is deposited onto a 
heated substrate. The ink is allowed to dry completely and volatilize all residuals 
before printing additional layers, resulting in a less porous feature than the previous 
layer. 
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hypothesize that changing the time between printing additional layers, allowing each layer 
to dry and fully react before printing additional layers, will influence the reaction kinetics 
and therefore influence the morphology and porosity. Details on how reaction kinetics 
influence morphology and porosity are reported in detail by Lefky et. al. [47].  
Another hypothesis is that if the first layer is allowed to dry before the next layer is 
deposited, the newly deposited layer can in-fill into the pores of the first layer, reducing 
the porosity of the RSI metallization. This process is exemplified in Figure 21. First, a 
reactive ink (blue) is deposited on a substrate heated to a mild temperature (generally room 
temperature – 120 °C), the ink begins to reduce and precipitate solid metal (shown in Step 
1 by small grey circles in the blue ink). Step 2 consists of removing all residuals, such as 
solvents and acetates, with the mild temperature of the substrate over time, yielding a solid, 
yet porous metal feature. Step 3 shows the deposition of the next layer of the reactive ink 
over the dried porous metal feature, the liquid ink then flows into the voids. Finally, Step 
Figure 22. Schematic of RSI lines printed on ITO coated Si polished substrate. The 
use of the evaporated Ag pads allows electrical probing without damaging the RSI 
pads. 
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4 shows the ink reduces and precipitates in voids and on top of the previously printed layer; 
After enough time and applied temperature, the residuals are removed completely resulting 
in a solid metal structure that is less porous than the previous layer.  
To test these two hypotheses, we designed an experiment to evaluate the change in 
in electrical and morphological properties of RSI lines as time delay between layers 
varied, and as the number of layers varied. As shown later, electrical probing can lead 
to detrimental scratch damage to the RSI metallization making it difficult to measure 
the electrical properties, especially for a large number of samples. For this reason, a 
new test structure was designed and fabricated to characterize the electrical properties 
Figure 23. Line resistance of five 5-mm-long RSI lines for 3-, 5-, and 7-layers with 
time delay between printing consecutive layers, and 5-layers RSI lines with no time 
delay between printing consecutive layers. The no-time-delay 5-layers lines have 
higher average resistance compared to the time-delay 5-layers lines despite having the 
same amount of Ag per line. The arrow indicated lines that were further characterized 
by x-ray transmission. 
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of RSI lines with minimum risk of damage. A schematic of the line resistance test structure 
is shown in Figure 22. The test structure consists of sets of parallel electron-beam 
evaporated Ag pads (1 mm ×1 mm) spaced 5 mm apart. The substrate is thin polished Si 
(~100-120 µm) coated with 80 nm of indium-tin-oxide (ITO). ITO was deposited by RF 
sputtering using an Angstrom EVOVAC deposition tool, the ITO target composition was 
90/10 % by weight ratio of In2O3/SnO2. The resistivity of the ITO, measured with a 4-point 
probe, is much higher (~10 Ω∙cm) than that which would be used on a solar cell device 
(6×10-4 Ω∙cm). The purpose of this high resistivity ITO was to have an ITO surface for 
printing on, while also keeping the current flow path mainly through the RSI lines only. 
The resistance of each RSI line was measured using a 4-wire resistance measurement. 
Current was sourced from a probe placed on one evaporated Ag pad (bottom Ag pad a, 
Figure 22), through the RSI line and leaves through the current probe on the other 
evaporated Ag pad (top Ag pad a, Figure 22). The resistance was measured by probing the 
voltage drop across the RSI line and the evaporated Ag pads. Resistivity of the evaporated 
Ag pads is ~ 1.6 µΩ∙cm and 200 nm in height, the resistance contribution from the Ag pad 
is less than 0.08 Ω, which is an order of magnitude lower than the total resistances 
measured for all RSI lines in this experiment and is considered negligible. 
A series of RSI lines were printed on these test structures. The base ink was prepared 
following Walker and Lewis’ recipe [45]. All chemicals were used as received. 1.0 g of 
silver acetate (C2H3AgO2, anhydrous 99%, Alfa Aesar) was dissolved in 2.5 mL 
ammonium hydroxide (NH4OH, 28-30 wt%, ACS grade, BDH Chemicals). The solution 
was then stirred for 2 minutes on a vortex mixer to dissolve the silver acetate. Next, 0.2 
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mL of formic acid (CH2O2, ≥96%, ACS reagent grade, Sigma Aldrich) was added in two 
steps with a quick stir at the end of each step. The ink was then allowed to sit for 12 hours 
before being filtered through a 450 nm nylon filter. For the experiments reported here, 
the RSI was diluted 1:1 by volume with ethanol (EtOH, C2H6O, ACS reagent grade, 
Sigma Aldrich) and then filtered again through the 450 nm nylon filter immediately 
before use. The RSI lines were printed on substrates heated to 66 °C. The droplet 
diameter, which determines the amount of Ag deposited, was equal to 44.77 µm for 
each line. This means the amount of Ag per layer was kept constant for all lines. 
Figure 24. Top-view optical microscope images of each RSI lines indicated by arrows 
in Figure 23. Line resistance of five 5-mm-long RSI lines for 3-, 5-, and 7-layers with 
time delay between printing consecutive layers, and 5-layers RSI lines with no time 
delay between printing consecutive layers. The no-time-delay 5-layers lines have 
higher average resistance compared to the time-delay 5-layers lines despite having the 
same amount of Ag per line. The arrow indicated lines that were further characterized 
by x-ray transmission.. This qualitatively shows the difference in RSI morphology for 
time-delay RSI lines and no-time-delay RSI line. 
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One set of samples, referred to as “no-time-delay set”, consisted of 5 lines of 5-layer-
thick RSI lines. Each consecutive layer was printed immediately following the completion 
of the previous layer. Another set of samples, referred to as “time-delay set”, consisted of 
5 lines of each 3-, 5-, and 7-layers thick RSI lines. A 225 s time delay was employed 
between printing of each layer to allow the previous layer to dry fully before printing 
additional layers. The resistance of these lines is shown in Figure 23 , showing that for the 
time-delay set, resistance of the lines decreases with increasing number of layers. 5-layers 
thick lines with time-delay have a lower average resistance than those with no-time-delay. 
One line from each series was also characterized by profilometry and synchrotron x-ray 
transmission (XRT), these lines are indicated by arrows in Figure 23. Figure 24 shows 
optical microscope images these indicated RSI lines; qualitatively showing a smoother, 
more uniform morphology for the lines printed with time-delay between layers. 
Next, the media resistivity, ρm, is determined for each line indicated by an arrow in 
Figure 23  using the following relation: 
𝜌௠ =  
ோ஺
௅
               Equation 3.2 
where R is the measured line resistance, A is the cross-sectional area, and L is the length 
of the line. The average cross-sectional area of each line was determined by 3D 
profilometry mapping of the entire length of the line using a Bruker Dektak XT 
profilometer with a 2 µm radius stylus, with 2.5 mg applied stylus force, vertical resolution 
less than 10 nm and lateral resolution of 30 nm. The average cross sections of each line are 
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shown in Figure 25, and the media resistivity is shown in Figure 26. For the time-delay 
RSI lines, the media resistivity decreases as number of layers increases, suggesting that 
there could be in-filling of pores as additional layers are printed on top of dried RSI. 
To verify this, the porosity must be quantified.  
To quantify porosity, synchrotron XRT measurements were done at Argonne 
National Laboratory to determine the amount of Ag present in the RSI lines. This 
characterization method allows for the precise determination of the quantity of Ag in 
Figure 25. Average cross-sectional profiles determined from profilometry mapping of 
the entire length of RSI lines (blue and red profiles), and cross-sectional thickness of 
pure Ag from synchrotron x-ray transmission (grey profiles). The average cross-
sectional area A from profilometry is used to determine ρm, and the cross-sectional 
thickness of pure Ag is used to determine the porosity. 
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each line with high spatial resolution. The 12.8 keV x-ray beam (~200 nm spot size) is 
scanned across the width of each line in 3 locations with 100 nm step size. Beer-
Lambert law is used to quantify a profile of the thickness of Ag present across each line: 
ூ
ூబ
= eିୢ஢୲               Equation 3.3 
where I0 is the initial intensity of the x-ray before traveling through the RSI line, I is 
the intensity of the x-ray transmission as it is attenuated through the RSI, d is the density 
of Ag (10.5 g/cm3), σ is the capture cross section of the x-ray at 12.8 keV through Ag 
(6.121×101 cm2/g), and t is the thickness of Ag. Each scan across the width of an RSI line 
will yield a thickness profile of Ag vs. lateral distance. The cross-sectional area of this Ag 
thickness profile will then be compared to the cross-sectional profiles from profilometry. 
The profilometry cross-sections include extra area from pores, while XRT is only 
attenuated significantly through the Ag, not through the air in pores. Thus, the porosity can 
be precisely calculated as: 
𝑃𝑜𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 (%) =  ஺௥௘௔೛ೝ೚೑೔೗೚೘೐೟ೝ೤ି஺௥௘௔೉ೃ೅
஺௥௘௔೛ೝ೚೑೔೗೚೘೐೟ೝ೤
× 100    Equation 3.4 
Though the porosity of RSI metallization has already been reported by others 
previously [45], [47], [65], the work here lays out the hypothesis that the porosity is not 
only a function of solvent type, solvent:ink ratio, and substrate temperature; the number of 
layers and time delay between printing additional layers can also influence the porosity and 
therefore media resistivity. Understanding how to control and reduce the porosity is 
extremely important in reducing power losses from RSI metallization for solar cells. These 
results suggest that porosity is lower when each layer is allowed to dry fully before printing 
an additional layer, allowing the ink to seep into the pores of the dried metallization. 
Additionally, with a time-delay between layers, the media resistivity decreases with 
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increasing number of layers, showing that improvements in media resistivity in 
addition to line resistance are achieved through printing of more layers.  
  
Figure 26. Media resistivity of RSI lines compared to the resistivity of pure Ag 
(dashed line). For the RSI lines with time-delay between printing of layers, the media 
resistivity decreases as number of layers increases, suggesting in-filling of pores as 
additional layers are printed on top of the dried RSI. 
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4. ADHESION & SPECIFIC CONTACT RESISTANCE 
So far in this work, only factors contributing to power losses by the front grid 
metallization have been discussed. First, Chapters 3.1.1-3.2.2 reported the media 
resistivity, ρm, of RSI metallization along with geometric factors govern the total power 
lost from grid resistance. Second, Chapters 3.1.1 and 3.2.1 reported on optical and 
geometric factors that are responsible for power losses from shading by the grid.  
In this chapter, factors contributing to power losses at the metallization-cell interface 
are detailed. First, adhesion performance of DoD printed RSI on ITO is introduced in 
Chapter 4.1. Second, a Sn-sensitization layer is investigated as a printable adhesion-
promoting layer for RSI on ITO in Chapters 4.2-4.3.  Third, the effectiveness of the Sn-
sensitization solutions on ITO surfaces are thoroughly investigated. RSI and ITO interface 
properties such as ρc, adhesion performance, and surface modification by tin-sensitization 
solutions are detailed in Chapters 4.4 and 4.5. 
4.1 The Effect of In-Filling on Adhesion Performance 
     Our initial studies showed adhesion performance of RSI fingers on ITO varies 
significantly with ink composition and printing parameters. This chapter introduces work 
done to understand these variations in adhesion performance. This work, done in 
collaboration with A. Mamidanna and O. Hildreth, has been reported in full detail 
elsewhere [66]. However, the main results of this work are briefly summarized here, as 
adhesion performance is an essential part of evaluating reactive ink metallizations for use 
on solar cells. 
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A series of RSI samples were prepared to determine adhesion performance for different 
printing parameters. Each sample consisted of three RSI lines printed on ITO-coated 
polished Si wafers. A narrowed parameter space investigation of ink concentration and 
number of layers was carried out to differentiate between “good” and “poor” adhesion 
performance. Adhesion performance was quantified using a 180° peel test, and top-
down optical and scanning-electron microscope image processing, and profilometry 
mapping. 180° peel tests measure load versus extension, indicating the force necessary 
to peel tape off the ITO and RSI surface of the sample. Top-down scanning electron 
microscope (SEM) images are used to observe adhesive failure. Complete results from 
optical microscope image processing and profilometry mapping are reported in detail 
elsewhere [66]. 
Figure 27. (a) SEM images of 3, 7, and 15-layer RSI samples after tape peel testing.; 
(b) Load versus extension plots for the 3, 7, and 15-layer RSI lines are shown. L1, L2, 
L3 denotes location of the three RSI lines printed on the ITO films. Figure taken from 
Mamidanna et al. [67]. 
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Figure 27 exemplifies an important result from this study [66]. Figure 27 (a) shows top-
down SEM images of RSI lines printed on ITO-coated polished Si wafers after 180° tape 
peel testing, for increasing number of layers. The light grey horizontal lines are the printed 
RSI lines, and the darker grey regions (above and below the RSI line) are the ITO films. 
For the 3-layers thick RSI line, the inner region of the RSI line remains intact after peel 
testing, appearing to have no adhesive failure between the RSI and ITO. Whereas, the 7-
layers thick RSI line shows some adhesive failure in the inner region of the RSI line. 
Furthermore, the 15-layers thick RSI line shows significant adhesive failure compared to 
the 3-layers and 7-layers thick RSI lines.  
Figure 27 (b) shows load versus extension for 180° peel tests. The location of each of 
the three RSI lines is marked by L1, L2, L3 on the extension axis. Where the tape is peeled 
off the ITO film only, the peel force is between 0-1 N for the 3-, 7-, and 15-layers thick 
RSI lines. For the 3-layers thick RSI lines, the peak load is between 3-5 N on the RSI lines, 
showing a higher force is applied to peel the tape off the RSI compared to the ITO film. 
For the 7-layers thick RSI lines, the peak load magnitude decreases to 1-3.5 N, indicating 
less force is needed to peel the tape from 7-layers thick RSI lines compared to the 3-layers 
thick RSI lines. For the 15-layers thick RSI lines, there is a dip in the load at the RSI line 
locations, showing that the adhesive force of the RSI to ITO is less than that of the tape to 
the ITO surface. As discussed in earlier chapters, finger resistance can be reduced by 
printing more layers. However, these results suggest that printing more layers results in 
poor adhesion performance compared to printing fewer layers.  
These results, similarly to the results presented in Chapter 3.2.2. suggest that in-filling 
of the porous RSI lines by additional layers changes the RSI line properties (see Figure 
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21). Here, adhesion performance is altered by in-filling, and entrapment of volatile 
solvents under the solid Ag film formed during the RSI reaction. The pressure built up 
by the entrapped solvents as they volatilize can be relieved by breaking or puckering 
in the RSI line, and by delamination of the RSI line from the ITO surface, resulting in 
decreased adhesion performance.  Mamidanna et al. showed that diluting the reactive 
ink reduced this observed puckering phenomenon and improved adhesion performance 
of RSI on ITO [66]. Most importantly, this study shows that adhesion of reactive ink 
metallizations can be significantly improved while still forming high aspect- ratio silver 
lines [66]. 
4.2 Properties of a Sn-Sensitization Adhesion Promoting Layer 
Development and characterization of an adhesion promoting layer is important for 
durability of RSI cells throughout processing and testing, and ultimately for durability 
of cells through deployment in the field for 20+ years. Figure 28 exemplifies the 
necessity for improved adhesion of RSI metallization on solar cells, showing 
dislodgement of an RSI finger from a probe scratch during electrical characterization. 
This chapter details several investigations using Sn-sensitization and Ag-activation to 
Figure 28. Optical microscope images of a region of the front grid of the RSI SHJ 
cell without the use of an adhesion promoter before and after IV testing. This shows 
finger dislodgement from a probe scratch during IV characterization. This 
exemplifies the importance of improving the durability of RSI metallization for solar 
cells. 
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improve adhesion of reactive silver inks on ITO. First in Chapter 4.2.1, Sn-sensitization 
and Ag-activation is introduced, and the standard process that has been used to improve 
Ag adhesion on glass substrates industrially for decades is detailed. Next, in Chapter 4.3, 
a modified process is developed with the goal of producing a printable, electrically 
conductive adhesion promoter using Sn-sensitization and Ag-activation on ITO surfaces.  
Then, Chapter 4.4 outlines several experiments used to understand the effects of the 
printable Sn-sensitization solution on ITO surfaces. Finally, Chapter 4.5 introduces a study 
on the process of Sn-sensitization and Ag-activation on ITO surfaces, and compares these 
processes to those on glass surfaces.  
4.2.1 Introduction to Sn-Sensitization with SnCl2 Solutions 
The aim of Chapters 4.2-4.3 is to develop a printable adhesion promoting layer for RSI 
on ITO surfaces, while also improving and specific contact resistance (ρc). In this case, a 
Sn-sensitization solution is used as the “adhesion promoting” layer for RSI on ITO 
surfaces. This adhesion promoting method is based on a set of processes which is 
commonly referred to as Sn-sensitization and Ag-activation [67], [68]. Historically, Sn-
sensitization and Ag-activation were frequently used to improve uniformity and adhesion 
of Ag mirrors on glass substrates [68]. Here, we aim to apply Sn-sensitization to ITO 
surfaces, and use RSI as the Ag-activation solution.   
A schematic representation of the Sn-sensitization and Ag-activation process on soda-
lime glass is generalized and depicted in Figure 29 [52]. First, Sn-sensitization solution 
(typically made from SnCl2, HCl, and H2O) reacts with surface species to uniformly modify 
the glass surface. Specifically, the reaction mechanism involves Sn reacting with the 
hydroxyl-terminated surface of the substrate to form a covalent bond [52]. Following Sn-
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sensitization, the surface is exposed to an Ag-activation solution (typically AgNO3 and 
H2O), which reacts with the Sn-sensitized sites, and creates uniformly catalytic sites for 
further Ag deposition. Specifically, the “sensitized” Sn sites act as nucleation sites for 
Ag cations in the Ag-activation solution, forming bonds between the Sn and Ag. Again, 
this process has been used for decades to improve adhesion of Ag films on glass [52], 
[68]. Here we suggest that the process of Sn-sensitization and Ag-activation can be 
employed on ITO surfaces. If successful, Sn-sensitization and Ag-activation of ITO 
surfaces will improve adhesion and electrical contact between the porous RSI and the 
substrate by uniformly nucleating metallic Sn and forming metallic bonds at the 
interface of the RSI and ITO. 
This process of Sn-sensitization and Ag-activation are assumed to be translatable 
from glass to other surfaces, including ITO [52], [69]. Accordingly, Sn-sensitization 
Figure 29. Sn-sensitization and Ag-activation on a glass surface. Taken from Wei 
and Roper [53]. 
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and Ag-activation of a surface require several sequential procedures which can be broken 
down into 6 basic steps [52]: 
1. Clean and hydroxylate the surface 
2. Sensitize hydroxylated surface sites with Sn from SnCl2 sensitization solution 
3. Rinse to remove Cl-containing residue from sensitized surface 
4. Activate sensitized sites with Ag from AgNO3 activation solution 
5. Rinse to remove particulate residue 
6. Electrochemically deposit additional metal on activated surface 
Following these steps above, the surface will be uniformly activated with catalytic sites 
for further deposition of metal. In our case, we aim to develop a printable Sn-sensitization 
solution, omitting steps 3 and 5 above. Furthermore, we aim to replace the AgNO3-based 
Ag-activation solution with RSI. If successful, this modified process of Sn-sensitization 
and Ag-activation of ITO surfaces would create a chemical bond between the ITO surface 
and Ag in the RSI, improving ρc and adhesion. These steps and the processes responsible 
for Sn-sensitization and Ag-activation are used to develop a printable Sn-sensitization 
solution for ITO films, and will be described in detail in Chapter 4.3. 
4.3 Development of a Printable Sn-Sensitization Solution for Indium Tin Oxide 
Thin Films 
4.3.1 ITO Surface Cleaning & Hydroxylation 
The first step in the Sn-sensitization and Ag-activation process is to clean and 
hydroxylate the surface to be sensitized. Foremost, the substrate to be sensitized must be 
cleaned of any surface contaminants that will interfere with the sensitization process. For 
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soda-lime glass, this is done by cleaning with concentrated HNO3 solution to remove 
the sodium ions shown by the following: 
𝐻𝑁𝑂ଷ +  𝐻ଶ𝑂 ↔ 𝑁𝑂ଷି(𝑎𝑞. ) +  𝐻ା         Equation 4.1 
𝑁𝑎ା + 𝑁𝑂ଷି(𝑎𝑞. ) ↔ 𝑁𝑎𝑁𝑂ଷ          Equation 4.2 
This HNO3 clean followed by immediate rinsing with D.I. water removes sodium 
nitrate from the surface and hydroxylates dangling bonds, leaving the surface as 
depicted in the top row of Figure 29 [52], [68].  
To translate this process onto another surface, here ITO, we must analogously clean 
and hydroxylate the surface dangling bonds. ITO surfaces quickly adsorb atmospheric 
hydrocarbons, up to 20 at. % within hours of exposure to ambient atmosphere [70]. So 
first, hydrocarbon contaminants must be removed to ensure uniform sensitization of 
the surface. Typically, oxygen plasma treatments are employed to clean and even 
permanently modify ITO surfaces [70]–[73]. Oxygen plasma bombards the surface 
Figure 30. Effect of oxygen plasma duration on ITO sheet resistance, and droplet 
wettability on ITO films.   
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hydrocarbons with oxygen radicals, the oxygen radicals first eject the hydrocarbons, and 
after continued exposure, remove the top layer of the ITO film, leaving dangling bonds at 
the surface. However, extended exposure to oxygen plasma can significantly damage 
ITO [73].  
Before moving past this first “clean” step of the process, the optimal oxygen plasma 
duration must be determined for the ITO films used in this work. Here, the optimal plasma 
duration is defined by two metrics; maximizing droplet wettability and minimizing change 
in sheet resistance of the ITO film. Oxygen plasma treatment of ITO effectively removes 
surface hydrocarbons, creating a more hydrophilic surface, resulting in significant increase 
in droplet wettability [73]. Thus, droplet wettability, or hydrophilicity of the ITO surface 
indicates effectiveness of hydrocarbon removal. If the ITO film is etched, the ITO sheet 
resistance will increase after plasma treatment. Thus, an increase in sheet resistance 
indicates over-exposure of oxygen plasma. Figure 30 shows the effect of oxygen plasma 
duration on the change in sheet resistance and droplet wettability of ITO films. Sheet 
resistance was measured before and after plasma cleaning in the same location using a 4-
point probe. At 30 s of oxygen plasma exposure, the droplet area is at maximum before the 
sheet resistance increases, suggesting the cleanest surface prior to damaging or etching the 
ITO film.  
Next, the clean ITO surface must be hydroxylated. So, following the oxygen plasma 
treatment, immediate immersion of the ITO in D.I. water rehydroxylates dangling bonds 
[71]. At this point, the surface of the ITO should resemble that of the top row of Figure 29, 
with the surface hydroxides acting as the sites for Sn-sensitization.  
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Again, here we aim to make several modifications of the traditional Sn-sensitization 
and Ag-activation process. Traditionally, Sn-sensitizations solutions were used by dipping 
glass substrates in Sn-sensitization solution baths, here we aim to develop a printable Sn-
sensitization layer for ITO surfaces [52], [68]. Specifically, we aim to omit the rinse 
step typically employed between Sn-sensitization and Ag-activation. Second, Sn-
sensitization solutions are typically made of SnCl2 dissolved in D.I. water with HCl, 
this can be problematic for ITO films, which are etched by the high molar 
concentrations of HCl typically used in Sn-sensitization solutions [52], [74], [75]. 
Thus, formulation of the solution had to be determined based on several restraints: 
i. Too much HCl will etch ITO films [76] 
ii. Too little HCl will cause hydrolysis of SnCl2 forming an insoluble salt [52] 
iii. Too much SnCl2 in solution will leave excess Sn- or Cl-containing residue 
blocking “sensitized” surface sites from subsequent Ag-activation 
Furthermore, it is important to note that several assumptions are made with our 
modified Sn-sensitization process. These assumptions are: 
i. The process of Sn-sensitization and Ag-activation on glass is translatable to 
ITO surfaces. 
ii. The reduced HCl concentration (as described in Chapter 4.3.2) is 
sufficiently low enough to avoid etching the ITO surface. 
iii. The Sn-sensitization solution can be printed prior to printing the Ag-
activation solution, without the need to implement a rinse step in between. 
Moving forward, these assumptions are used for initial investigations on the effects 
of the Sn-sensitization solution on ITO surfaces. The next chapter describes a first 
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approximation for Sn-sensitization solution formulation based on the above restrictions and 
a review of literature on optimizing SnCl2 solutions.  
4.3.2 Sn-Sensitization Solution Formulation: A First Approximation 
Now, a new printable Sn-sensitization solution formulation must be determined based 
on the restraints and assumptions discussed in the previous chapter. A review of literature 
on Sn-sensitization formulations suggested that the molar concentration of HCl must be at 
least twice that of SnCl2 in solution to avoid hydrolysis of SnCl2 and formation of an 
insoluble salt [52], [74], [77]. Thus, the minimum HCl molar concentration is set by the 
amount of SnCl2 necessary to sensitize the surface. For our application on ITO films, our 
first approximation of Sn-sensitization solution formulation includes only enough SnCl2 
necessary to leave approximately one mono-layer of Sn on the surface.  
In order to tune the concentration of SnCl2 in solution, the volume of the solution 
printed over a given area must be known. In this study, a drop-on-demand printer with a 
60 µm nozzle diameter was used, yielding droplets approximately 30 µm in diameter 
before spreading on the ITO surface. Here, the droplet is assumed to be spherical, so the 
volume of solution in a droplet is 14130 µm3, or 1.413×10-11 L. The printed droplet is 
assumed to spread to 3× the droplet diameter on the ITO surface, covering a surface area 
of ~6300 µm2 once printed. Using the atomic radius and molar mass of Sn (2.25×10-10 m, 
and 118 g/mol, respectively), the number of Sn atoms in a droplet to deposit a mono-layer 
was determined to be 3.9×109 Sn atoms, or 7.8×10-13 g of Sn. The molecular weight of 
SnCl2 is 189.6 g/mol. Using the number of Sn atoms needed in 1 droplet, the molar 
concentration of SnCl2 necessary was calculated as 0.46 mM SnCl2 per liter of water, and 
the molar concentration of HCl is simply twice that of SnCl2. 
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4.4 Properties of a Printed Sn-Sensitization Layer 
In Chapters 4.4.1- 4.4.2, properties of ITO films treated with a printed Sn-
sensitization solution are investigated. The initial hypothesis is that if the Sn-
sensitization solution “sensitizes” the ITO surface, the Ag+ ions in RSI will “activate”, 
or bond, to the “sensitized” Sn sites on the ITO surface. Subsequently, Ag bonded to 
the ITO surface will act as a nucleation site for Ag+ ion reduction and precipitation of 
metallic Ag [5]. If this is hypothesis is true, this would result in both: 
i. Improved adhesion of RSI to ITO, and 
ii. Improved specific contact resistance of RSI to ITO 
To test this hypothesis, Chapter 4.4.1 details a qualitative investigation in adhesion 
of a printed Sn-sensitization layer. Then, Chapter 4.42 describes a study on of the 
specific contact resistance, ρc, of RSI on ITO with varying concentrations of Sn-
sensitization solutions. As detailed in the previous chapter, the concentration of 0.46 
mM SnCl2 and 0.92 mM HCl is expected to deposit a mono-layer of Sn on the surface 
of ITO. Here, our initial investigations also included molar concentrations one order or 
magnitude above a mono-layer, and one order of magnitude below to help determine 
the relation between concentration of Sn-sensitization solution and properties of the 
ITO-RSI interface (adhesion and ρc).  
4.4.1 Adhesion of a Printed Sn-Sensitization Layer 
Qualitative scratch tests were performed to determine the effect of printed Sn-
sensitization solutions on adhesion of RSI to ITO films. ITO films were deposited on 
glass slides by DC magnetron sputtering of a In2O3/SnO2 (90/10 wt. %) target at 1kW 
power, under 3% O2 flow, with a deposition pressure of 4 mTorr. Immediately prior to 
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Sn-sensitization solution printing, ITO films were oxygen plasma cleaned at 60 W for 
30 s. Sn-sensitization solutions of varying compositions (see Figure 31) were printed 
on the ITO coated glass slides, allowed to dry fully before printing RSI directly on top of 
the Sn-sensitization layer. Scratch tests were performed by dragging a metal tweezer across 
 
Figure 31. Top-down optical microscope images of RSI printed on ITO films with 
varying concentrations of a Sn-sensitization layer, before (left) and after (right) 
qualitative scratch tests. Top row shows a control with D.I. water printed prior to RSI 
printing. 
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the printed RSI line. Although the force exerted on the fingers was not well controlled, 
it is clear that from Figure 31 that the Sn-sensitization solution did not significantly 
improve the adhesion of RSI to ITO, regardless of the concentration.  
However, when this experiment was repeated, the results were inconsistent. Over 
several scratch tests, some RSI lines showed little adhesive failure, while other RSI 
lines had high adhesive failure. These initial findings lead us to develop a quantitative 
adhesion test to investigate the cause of variations in adhesion of printed RSI lines to 
ITO. These findings were described in detail in Chapter 4.1 and in a related publication 
[66]. Nonetheless, these qualitative scratch tests showed no significant improvement in 
adhesion of RSI to ITO with the use of the printed Sn-sensitization solutions for the 
concentrations investigated in this study. These results do not support the hypothesis 
defined in Chapter 4.4. To understand the reason for the lack of improved adhesion, 
the following chapters lay out a series of experiments used to determine the effects of 
Sn-sensitization solution on ITO surfaces.  
4.4.2 Electrical Properties of a Printed Sn-Sensitization Layer 
The previous work in Chapter 3.3.1 reports on ρc of RSI without a Sn-sensitization 
solution and Ag paste to ITO/Si in a SHJ cell. For the Ag paste, ρc values range from 
4 ×10−3 to 10 ×10−3 Ω·cm2, typical of those reported for Ag pastes [78]. The range of 
values for RSI fingers to ITO/Si is 1 – 60 ×10-4 Ω·cm2. On average, the RSI ρc values 
are one order of magnitude lower. The work in Chapter 3.3.1 suggested that where the 
interfacial contact area between the RSI Ag particles and ITO is larger, ρc is at the lower 
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end of the range reported, whereas fingers with less interfacial connectivity result in ρc 
in the higher end of the range. 
In this chapter, specific contact resistance, ρc, of RSI on ITO with varying 
concentrations of Sn-sensitization solutions is investigated. As detailed in Chapter 4.3.2, 
the Sn-sensitization layer is printed from an aqueous solution of SnCl2 and HCl with a 
constant ratio of 1 M to 0.5 M, respectively. However, such high concentrations (0.5 M) 
of HCl will etch ITO [79], and only a mono-layer of Sn or less is assumed to be necessary 
for improved adhesion and electrical contact [68]. Therefore, the concentration of the HCl 
and SnCl2 were decreased to print only a mono-layer of Sn (see Chapter 4.3.2 for more 
details). To understand the electrical properties of a range of dilutions of the Sn-
sensitization solution, the RSI/ITO interfacial specific contact resistance was 
characterized. The following concentrations of Sn-sensitization solutions were 
investigated: one mono-layer (0.46 mM SnCl2, 0.92 mM HCl), and for one order of 
magnitude of concentrations above (4.6 mM SnCl2, 9.2 mM HCl) and below the mono-
Figure 32. Schematic of TLM test structure used to determine specific contact 
resistance of RSI pads to ITO. S1, S2… are the spacing between adjacent RSI pads. 
The use of the evaporated Ag pads allows electrical probing without damaging RSI 
pads. Schematic is not drawn to scale. 
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layer concentration (0.046 mM SnCl2, 0.092 mM HCl).  Samples with no Sn-
sensitization layer were also measured for reference.  
As illustrated previously in Figure 28, the sharp tips of electrical probes can damage 
RSI metallization during electrical characterization. So, before TLM could be 
performed, a transfer length method (TLM) test structure (schematic shown in 
Figure 32) was designed and fabricated to conduct TLM measurements without 
damaging the printed RSI pads. The test structure consists of 5 sets of parallel sputtered 
Ag pads (1 ×1 mm2) straddling a strip of ITO; the electrical probes are placed on the 
evaporated Ag pads to avoid physical contact and possible damage of RSI pads during 
electrical measurements. ITO (~80 nm, ~80 Ω/□) and the sputtered Ag pads (~300 nm, 
~0.05 Ω/□) were DC magnetron sputtered by Materials Research Corporation 944 
sputtering system with an In2O3/SnO2 (90/10 wt. %) target at 1kW power, under 3-4% 
O2 flow, with a deposition pressure of 4 mTorr. A series of RSI pads were printed on 
these TLM test structures. The RSI used in these experiments was prepared following 
a procedure described in detail elsewhere [45]. The RSI was diluted 1:1 by volume with 
ethanol and printed on substrates heated to 66 °C. RSI pads were printed 2-layers thick, 
with equal droplet diameter; this means the amount of Ag per pad was kept constant 
for all lines.  
Prior to TLM measurements, each RSI pad was measured by 4-wire resistance 
measurements to verify that the resistances were similar for all pads in the test structure. 
Application of the TLM method requires that the resistance of each metal pad is equal, 
and the pad width to be sufficiently large compared to the transfer length [80], [81]. 
Transfer lengths on the order of 10s of microns were assessed in previous work 
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(Chapter 3.3.1), sufficiently less than the 1 mm width of the RSI pads in the TLM test 
structure. 
If the resistance of each printed pad is not the same, then the contribution to the 
interfacial resistance between the RSI and ITO will be convoluted. Chapter 3.2.2 describes 
in more detail instances where RSI lines with the same amount of Ag show quite different 
resistances as a result of whether the previous layer was allowed to react and dry fully 
before printing additional layers. This is again exemplified in this experiment, showing the 
importance of reaction kinetics in the electrical properties of RSI metallizations. Figure 33 
shows resistances of each RSI pad in a set of TLM samples with equal concentration of the 
Sn-sensitization solution, but varied time between printing the 2nd layer. Figure 33 (a) 
shows pads printed with no-time-delay between printing the 2nd layer, showing the 
Figure 33. Resistance of each RSI pads printed with the same concentration of Sn-
sensitization solution. Pad resistances of three samples with no-time-delay between 
printing layers (a), and pad resistances from three samples with time-delay between 
layers (b). Note that the pad resistance scales vary by an order of magnitude. 
Consistent, low resistance values are shown for each RSI pad when a time-delay (b) 
is employed, this range in indicated by the blue region in (a). These measurements 
are done prior to TLM; consistent pad resistance values are a requisite for 
determining specific contact resistance values using the TLM method. 
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resistance of RSI pads varies significantly from < 1 Ω to nearly 4 Ω from one pad to the 
next; Figure 33 (b) shows pads that were allowed to dry fully before printing the 2nd layer, 
showing consistent, low resistance values between 0.20-0.35 Ω for pads with time 
delay. Figure 34 summarizes the pad resistances for all TLM samples for varying 
concentration of the Sn-sensitization solution with no-time-delay (left) and time-delay 
(right) between printing additional layers. Furthermore, Figure 34 shows that the 
changing concentration of SnCl2 and HCl in the Sn-sensitization does not alter the 
electrical properties of the RSI pad. After verification of low and similar resistance 
values for each pad, the resistance between adjacent pads must be measured to 
determine the specific contact resistance between RSI and ITO. 
Figure 34. Boxplots showing the range of RSI pad resistances for varying Sn-
sensitization solution concentrations, and for pads printed with no-time-delay 
between layers (left) and for pads that were allowed to dry before printing additional 
layers (right). This shows that the resistance varies significantly when the ink is not 
allowed to dry before printing additional layers. Also, this shows that the resistance 
of the RSI pad does not change with increasing Sn-sensitization solution 
concentration. The numbers above each box indicate the number of samples. [HCl] 
molar concentration is twice that of [SnCl2]. 
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Next, TLM measurements were carried out to determine how the concentration of 
Sn-sensitization solution (SnCl2 adhesion promoting layer) affects the specific contact 
resistance of RSI to ITO. TLM measurements are employed by sourcing a current between 
two adjacent pads through an isolated path, measuring the voltage drop across the same 
path, and repeating for varied spacing between adjacent pads. Current flows through the 
isolated path in the TLM test structure; from one evaporated Ag pad, to the RSI pad, 
through the RSI/ITO interface, through the sheet of ITO; the voltage drop between adjacent 
pads is measured as a function of spacing (denoted by S1, S2... in Figure 32). The total 
resistance, RTotal, measured between adjacent pads is: 
𝑅்௢௧௔௟ = 2𝑅௠௘௧௔௟ + 2𝑅௜௡௧௘௥௙௔௖௘ + 𝑅௦௘௠௜      Equation 4.3 
where Rmetal is the resistance of the metal pad, Rinterface is the interfacial contact 
resistance, and Rsemi is the resistance of the layer under the metal pad.  Resistivity of the 
Figure 35. An example of TLM results showing the resistance between adjacent RSI 
pads as a function of pad spacing. The trend lines, which are well-fitted with the data 
points, are used to extrapolate the specific contact resistance. 
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evaporated Ag pads is 1.6 µΩ∙cm and at ~300 nm in height, the resistance contribution 
from the Ag pad is assumed to be equal and is less than 0.05 Ω. This is less than 20% of 
the total resistances measured for all RSI pads in this experiment. The resistance 
contribution from the portion of the RSI pad that is on the glass, before it conducts 
through the ITO is ~ one-tenth of the resistance from the whole RSI pad.  Contributions 
from the sputtered Ag and RSI pads are comparable from samples to sample. Thus, 
results presented here assume that the resistance contributions from the metal (2Rmetal) 
are negligible, and standard TLM method is applied to determine whether the specific 
contact resistance is changing with increasing concentration of the Sn-sensitization 
solution. An example of TLM data is shown in Figure 35 for three samples with the 
same concentration of the Sn-sensitization solution.  
Figure 36. Boxplot of specific contact resistance range for all TLM samples prepared 
with varying concentrations of Sn-sensitization solution. The numbers adjacent to 
each box is the total number of samples represented in the boxplot. [HCl] molar 
concentration is twice that of [SnCl2]. 
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Figure 36 shows a boxplot of ρc values determined from TLM for all measured samples. 
On average, as the concentration of Sn-sensitization solution increases, ρc of the interface 
between RSI and ITO increases. RSI printed without the Sn-sensitization solution has ρc of 
~1 ×10-4 Ω·cm2, within the range reported previously for RSI to ITO/Si in Chapter 3.1.1 
[54].  
Again, the initial hypothesis for these experiments is: If Ag is bonded the ITO surface 
through Sn-sensitization and Ag-activation, Ag bonded to the surface will act as a 
nucleation site for Ag+ ions in RSI, creating a chemical bond between the ITO surface and 
Ag in the RSI, resulting in improved specific contact resistance and adhesion of RSI to 
ITO. These initial experiments described in Chapters 4.4.1-4.4.2 determined that both the 
adhesion and the specific contact resistance are not improved with all concentrations of Sn-
sensitization solution investigated. These results suggest that some of the initial 
assumptions made for the Sn-sensitization and Ag-activation process are not valid. The 
following chapters detail a series of experiments to understand which of these assumptions 
were invalid, and which parts of the Sn-sensitization and Ag-activation process may not be 
translatable from glass to ITO surfaces.  
4.4.3 The Effect of Sn-Sensitization Solutions on Work Function of ITO 
In the previous chapters, one assumption that was made was that the process of Sn-
sensitization and Ag-activation on glass is translatable to ITO surfaces. That is, if the Sn-
sensitization process is occurs on ITO, the surface should be modified by Sn bonding to 
surface hydroxide sites. None of the characterization techniques used in Chapters 4.1-4.4.2 
are sensitive enough to determine if surface of the ITO has been modified through the Sn-
sensitization process. 
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Kelvin probe is a technique that is highly sensitive to surface modification [82]. This 
technique measures the contact potential difference (CPD) between two surfaces that 
are brought close together. The work function of the sample (WFsample) can be measured 
using the work function of the Kelvin probe and of a known material such as Au 
(WFprobe, and   WFAu, respectively), and measured CPD following the equations below: 
𝑊𝐹௣௥௢௕௘ =  𝑊𝐹஺௨ − 𝐶𝑃𝐷          Equation 4.4 
𝑊𝐹௦௔௠௣௟௘ =  𝑊𝐹௣௥௢௕௘ − 𝐶𝑃𝐷         Equation 4.5  
 To our knowledge, the modification of ITO surfaces before and after bonding of 
one mono-layer of Sn is not documented in literature. However, using Kelvin probe 
measurements, we can determine the change in CPD before and after ITO is treated 
with Sn-sensitization solutions; indicating whether the surface electronic structure is 
modified.  
Figure 37 shows the surface work function of three ITO samples before and after 
pipetting Sn-sensitization solutions of varying concentrations. All three ITO samples 
start with surface work functions of approximately 4.2 eV, which is ~0.5 - 0.2 eV lower 
 
Figure 37. Relative change in work function of ITO films before and after treatment 
with Sn-sensitization solutions of varying concentrations ([SnCl2]: [HCl] is 1:2). 
Note that actual work function is not accurate for measurements conducted in 
ambient atmosphere due to modified surface termination of reference sample.  
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than typical values reported in literature [83], [84]. The ITO surface work function was 
determined by measuring 500 points across the surface before and after exposure the 
the Sn-sensitization solutions, following Equations 4.4 and 4.5. The most accurate way to 
determine accurate work function is to use a freshly Ar+ plasma cleaned standard material 
(such as Au, or highly oriented pyrolytic graphite), and to carry out Kelvin probe 
measurements under vacuum. Here, we attribute the discrepancy between the ITO work 
function in our samples and those reported in literature is expected to be from using Au 
reference material in ambient atmosphere. Nevertheless, all three ITO samples show the 
same work function prior to exposure to Sn-sensitization solutions. The metric used to 
indicate change in ITO surface modification is change in ITO work function.  
Next, Sn-sensitization solutions were applied to the three ITO-coated samples. 5 µL 
droplets were pipetted on the ITO surface, the solution was left on the ITO until fully dried 
before measuring the CPD of the ITO surface again. This was done to simulate the way in 
which the Sn-sensitization solution would be printed and allowed to dry prior to RSI 
printing. The following concentrations of Sn-sensitization solutions were investigated: one 
mono-layer (0.46 mM SnCl2, 0.92 mM HCl), and for one order of magnitude of 
concentrations above (4.6 mM SnCl2, 9.2 mM HCl) and below the mono-layer 
concentration (0.046 mM SnCl2, 0.092 mM HCl).  
For the 0.092 mM HCl Sn-sensitization solution, there is a small increase in work 
function of 0.03 eV. For the 0.92 mM HCl solution, a larger increase in work function 
(0.17 eV) is observed. Finally, for the 9.2 mM HCl solution, the largest decrease of 0.43 eV 
is shown. This increase in ITO surface work function as Sn-sensitization solution 
concentration increases suggests that the surface is modified, however from this 
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experiment alone it cannot be confirmed whether the surface modification is from Sn 
atoms bonding to the ITO surface, or from increasing amounts of particulate residue 
accumulating on the ITO surface.  
4.4.4 The Effect of HCl Concentration on ITO  
Another assumption for Sn-sensitization of ITO surfaces was that the HCl 
concentration was sufficiently low to avoid etching the ITO surface. Sn-sensitization 
solutions of varying concentrations were prepared to determine the effects of SnCl2 and 
HCl molar concentrations on ITO films. Profilometry was used to determine if the ITO 
film is etched, and/or the Sn-sensitization solution leaves residual particles 
accumulated around the outer region of the droplet.  
If the ITO film is etched, it is possible that the Sn-sensitized surface is etched away. 
If residual particles from the Sn-sensitization solution are accumulated on top of the 
ITO surface, it is possible that the residue creates a physical barrier for Ag-activation 
on the ITO surface. These results could, in part, explain the decrease in ITO surface 
Figure 38. Profilometry of ITO films after pipetting Sn-sensitization solutions with 
varying concentrations of SnCl2 and HCl ([SnCl2]: [HCl] is 1:2). 
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work function with increasing Sn-sensitization solution concentration (Chapter 4.4.3), and 
variable adhesion performance (Chapter 4.4.1) and increased ρc.(Chapter 4.4.2).  
The following concentrations of Sn-sensitization solutions were investigated: one Sn-
mono-layer (0.46 mM SnCl2, 0.92 mM HCl), and for one order of magnitude of 
concentrations above (4.6 mM SnCl2, 9.2 mM HCl) and below the mono-layer 
concentration (0.046 mM SnCl2, 0.092 mM HCl). Immediately prior to pipetting Sn-
sensitization solution, ITO films were oxygen plasma cleaned at 60 W for 30 s. Then, 2 µL 
droplets of each Sn-sensitization solution concentration were pipetted on to separate ITO 
films and allowed to dry. Next, using a Dektak XT stylus profilometer, profilometry was 
done across the dried droplet region to measure vertical displacement across the smooth 
ITO film surface, indicating either particulate accumulation, and/or etch depth.  
Figure 38 shows the profiles across the droplet region for the different concentrations 
of Sn-sensitization solutions. The ITO film with lowest concentration Sn-sensitization 
solution (0.046 mM SnCl2, 0.092 mM HCl) shows the ITO film did not measurably etch 
beyond the surface roughness of the clean ITO film. However, particulate accumulation 
near the outer edge of the droplet is still visible, indicating that either a small amount of 
ITO was etched and transported to the droplet edge during evaporation, or that there are 
residual particles that did not bond to surface sites nor evaporate. The mono-layer 
concentration Sn-sensitization solution (0.46 mM SnCl2, 0.92 mM HCl) shows similar 
results, with more particulate accumulation near the droplet edge region. However, the 
highest concentration Sn-sensitization solution (4.6 mM SnCl2, 9.2 mM HCl) shows 
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~40 nm of the ITO film is etched. For reference, ITO films on SHJ devices are ~75 nm 
thick, so 40 nm of etching is significant and should be avoided for use on devices [30].  
Taking a closer look at the effects of Sn-sensitization solutions on ITO films, 
Figure 39 shows SEM images of ITO films with pipetted Sn-sensitization solutions 
with the same concentrations as those shown in Figure 38. For the two lower 
concentration Sn-sensitization solutions (Figure 39 (a) and (b)) dendritic particles are 
visible inside of the droplet region whereas the highest concentration Sn-sensitization 
solution (Figure 39 (c)) does not show any particulate accumulation inside of the 
droplet region. The two higher concentration Sn-sensitization solutions show well-
defined droplet edge regions. Again, from Figure 38, it is evident that the highest 
concentration Sn-sensitization solution (4.6 mM SnCl2, 9.2 mM HCl) etches the ITO 
surface significantly. The etched surface in Figure 39 (c) shows no accumulated 
particles are visible inside of the droplet region, only at the edge. If the ITO is not 
etched (as for the 0.092 and 0.92 mM HCl Sn-sensitization solutions), there is still 
particle residue shown throughout the inside of the droplet region (Figure 39 (a) and 
(b), respectively). 
Figure 39. SEM images of ITO films with Sn-sensitization solutions of varying 
concentrations pipetted on the surface and allowed to dry fully prior to imaging. a) 
0.046 mM SnCl2, 0.092 mM HCl, b) 0.46 mM SnCl2, 0.92 mM HCl, and c) 4.6 mM 
SnCl2, 9.2 mM HCl.   
a) 
 
 
b) 
 
 
c) 
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This might explain previous results that show no improvement of adhesion of RSI to 
ITO, and an increase in ρc when using Sn-sensitization solutions. The 0.092 and 0.92 mM 
HCl Sn-sensitization solutions show particles covering the ITO surface in the droplet 
region. If the ITO surface is sensitized, this particulate residue would cover and block Ag-
activation on the sensitized sites on the ITO surface. For the higher concentration 9.2 mM 
HCl Sn-sensitization solution, the ITO film is measurably etched. So, even if the ITO is 
sensitized, it is possible the sensitized ITO surface is etched away. In summary, HCl 
concentrations of 0.092-0.92 mM HCl do not measurably etch ITO, but particles 
accumulate on the ITO surface; These results presented thus far in Chapter 4 suggest: 
a. that the first-approximation at Sn-sensitization solution concentrations (detailed 
in Chapter 4.3.2) might be based on incorrect assumptions leading to higher-than-
mono-layer coverage; and/or 
b. a rinse step is necessary to remove any remaining residue from the sensitized 
surface. 
Still, data discussed thus far does not validate or invalidate whether the ITO surface is 
sensitized by the Sn-sensitization solution in the same way a glass surface is sensitized. 
4.4.5 The Effect of Rinsing Sn-Sensitization Solution from Indium Tin Oxide 
Surface 
Another assumption that was made for a printable Sn-sensitization solution was that 
Sn-sensitization solution can be deposited prior to printing the Ag-activation solution, 
without the need to implement a rinse step in between. Chapter 4.4.3 showed that for dried 
Sn-sensitization solution droplets on ITO, as Sn-sensitization solution concentration 
increases, ITO work function decreases. However, Chapter 4.4.4 showed that as Sn-
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sensitization solution concentration increases either particulate residue accumulates on 
the ITO surface, or ITO is etched, indicating that the change in work function is not 
necessarily due to Sn-sensitization of the ITO surface.  
Here, we investigate the effect of Sn-sensitization solutions on the change in surface 
contact potential difference (CPD) of ITO before and after removing particulate residue 
left on the ITO surface. This is done by using a Kelvin probe to map CPD values across 
ITO films treated with Sn-sensitization solutions before and after removing particulate 
residue. Note that change in CPD is equivalent to change in surface work function (see 
Equations 4.4 and 4.5). The objective of this experiment is to understand whether ITO 
surface is modified by the Sn-sensitization solution. 
Figure 40 details an experiment used to determine whether the surface bonding is 
modified by Sn-sensitization solutions, or if it is only temporarily modified by 
accumulation of residue on the surface. Again, the same concentrations of Sn-
sensitization solutions were investigated as in Chapters 4.4.1-4.4.4: one Sn-mono-layer 
(0.46 mM SnCl2, 0.92 mM HCl), and for one order of magnitude of concentrations 
above (4.6 mM SnCl2, 9.2 mM HCl) and below the mono-layer concentration (0.046 
mM SnCl2, 0.092 mM HCl).  
A set of ITO films were oxygen plasma cleaned for 30 s at 60 W to remove any 
non-uniform contamination across the sample set before storing in ambient 
atmosphere. Based on previous trials in our laboratory and work by Lok et al., after 
48 h of storage in ambient atmosphere, ITO surface modification from the plasma clean 
is worn off and the ITO films are all uniformly contaminated with atmospheric 
hydrocarbons [85]. After 48 h of storage in ambient atmosphere, CPD maps were 
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measured on the ITO films by Kelvin probe. Then, ITO films were oxygen plasma cleaned 
for 30 s at 60 W immediately prior to pipetting Sn-sensitization solutions of varying 
concentrations onto the ITO films and allowed to dry. As a control, one ITO film was 
treated by pipetting D.I. water rather than Sn-sensitization solution. After drying. CPD 
maps were measured over the same region on the ITO films. Note that the “dried-droplet” 
CPD measurements occurred ~20 minutes following the oxygen plasma treatment and 
solution deposition. Then, the ITO films were rinsed thoroughly with pressurized D.I. 
water for 2 min and dried with nitrogen. Finally, another round of CPD maps were 
measured over the same region of the ITO films.  
Figure 41 shows the CPD maps of ITO films before, and after pipetting and drying Sn-
sensitization solutions, and after thoroughly rinsing off remaining particulate residue. The 
top row shows the as-deposited ITO surface is relatively uniform with an average CPD 
value ~ 440 meV. After ~48 h of exposure to ambient atmosphere the oxygen-plasma 
surface modification has worn off completely, but the ITO films are left with comparable 
surfaces for subsequent Sn-sensitization solution application [85].  
The middle row of Figure 41 shows the CPD maps of the ITO films with dried Sn-
sensitization solution droplets. The ITO films surrounding the dried droplet regions have 
an average CPD value of ~ 600 meV, this is 160-200 meV higher than the as-deposited 
ITO films (shown in the top row of Figure 41). This 160-200 meV increase in CPD of the 
surrounding ITO film is attributed to the residual effects of the oxygen plasma done prior 
to pipetting solutions and allowing to dry. Others have reported on the effects of oxygen 
plasma treatments on ITO surface work function; oxygen plasma treatment can increase or 
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decrease ITO surface work function between 40-300 meV depending on plasma power and 
duration, removal of surface species, and exposure duration to ambient atmosphere [71], 
[84]–[86].  
Inside of the dried-droplet regions (middle row, Figure 41), there is a decrease in 
CPD (corresponding to an increase in surface work function) measured between the 
Kelvin probe tip and the dried droplet region as the concentration of Sn-sensitization 
solution increases. For the ITO film with pipetted and dried D.I. water, there is a slight 
decrease in CPD of ~40 meV in the dried droplet region. This decrease of ~40 meV is 
attributed to cleaning and rehydroxylating of dangling bonds on the ITO surface and is 
explained by the following: i) Oxygen plasma treatment modifies the ITO surface 
predictably, decreasing the surface work function by 40-50 meV [71], [84], and ii) 
immediately following the oxygen plasma treatment, ITO was rehydroxylated in the 
Figure 40. Schematic showing processing steps for an experiment to determine the effect 
of Sn-sensitization solutions on the change in work function of ITO surfaces, before and 
after rinsing away particulate residue. [HCl] molar concentration is twice that of [SnCl2]. 
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D.I. water droplet region, which is evident by this ~40 meV CPD change from the droplet 
area to the surrounding ITO film [71].  
The middle row of Figure 41 also shows change in CPD values (change in work 
function) in the dried-droplet regions for ITO films treated with Sn-sensitization solutions. 
The change in CPD values for the 0.092, 0.92, and 9.2 mM HCl Sn-sensitization solutions 
are -310, -435, and -750 meV, respectively. This shows that as the concentration of Sn-
sensitization solution increases, the surface work function of the dried droplet region on 
ITO increases.  
The bottom row in Figure 41 shows the same regions of the ITO films after rinsing off 
particulate residue from the dried droplets. Interestingly, the CPD maps show similar 
results for each of the ITO films treated with Sn-sensitization solutions. Whereas, the ITO 
film treated with a D.I. water droplet shows no evident change in CPD in the droplet region.  
Figure 41. CPD maps of ITO films as deposited (top row), after pipetting D.I. water 
or Sn-sensitization solution (middle row), and after thoroughly rinsing off particulate 
residue (bottom row), showing the effect of Sn-sensitization solutions on the ITO 
surface work function. [HCl] molar concentration is twice that of [SnCl2]. 
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The CPD values are approximately equal for droplet regions across all three 
concentrations of Sn-sensitization solutions, suggesting the ITO surface is modified by 
all three concentrations of Sn-sensitization solutions investigated.  
Furthermore, these results suggest that the change in CPD over the dried droplet 
region (middle row, Figure 41) is due to accumulation of residue on the surface, and 
that more residue accumulates for higher concentration solutions. Based on these 
results, we suggest that the ITO surface is modified by Sn-sensitization solutions, even 
for low HCl (and SnCl2) molar concentrations that do not etch ITO films. However, it 
is evident that for the Sn-sensitization solution concentrations investigated here, a rinse 
step is necessary in between Sn-sensitization and Ag-activation to remove particulate 
residue from the ITO surface 
4.5 Tin Sensitization and Silver Activation on Indium Tin Oxide 
Historically, Sn-sensitization and Ag-activation were frequently used to improve 
uniformity and adhesion of Ag mirrors on glass substrates [68].  In this work, Sn-
sensitization and Ag-activation were investigated as a potential method to improve 
adhesion and specific contact resistance of RSI to ITO surfaces. The sensitization and 
activation processes on glass are assumed to be the same on other surfaces, such as 
epoxies, and even ITO [87], [88]. However, at this time, there are few publications that 
have looked into Sn-sensitization on ITO, and none examine the damage done to ITO 
as a result of HCl concentration in the sensitization solution [75], [87].  
Chapter 4.3 described an attempt at developing a printable Sn-sensitization solution 
to improve adhesion and specific contact resistance of RSI on ITO without etching ITO 
films. However, in Chapter 4.4, it was observed that the printed Sn-sensitization layer 
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did not improve adhesion nor specific contact resistance of RSI on ITO. Chapter 4.4.3-
4.4.5 detailed a series of experiments to test assumptions that were made while 
developing this Sn-sensitization layer. It was evident from these experiments that Sn-
sensitization solutions modified the ITO surface, even for Sn-sensitization solutions with 
sufficiently low HCl molar concentrations that do not measurably etch ITO films. 
However, it was not clear whether the process of Sn-sensitization and Ag-activation is 
translatable from glass surfaces, as used historically, to ITO surfaces. In this study, we 
investigate the process of Sn-sensitization and Ag-activation on indium tin oxide (ITO)—
a dominant transparent conducting oxide used in optoelectronic devices. The main findings 
of this study are summarized below, the study is reported in full detail published 
elsewhere [89]. 
This work is relevant outside of the application to next generation photovoltaics as 
well; Transparent conducting oxides (TCO) are widely employed in flat panel displays, 
smart windows, and thin-film solar cells among numerous other optoelectronic 
devices [73], [75], [90], [91]. Tin doped indium (ITO) is the dominant TCO used in such 
devices due to ease of deposition, high conductivity, carrier concentrations, and 
Figure 42. Simplified schematic showing the steps for Sn-sensitization and Ag-
activation of a glass or ITO surface. 
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transparency [91]. Bonding and adhesion of metals-to-oxides is inherently poor, and 
results in uniformity and durability challenges [69], [92], [93].  
 Figure 42 shows a simplified schematic of the Sn-sensitization and Ag-activation 
process. This process of sensitization and activation of oxide surfaces has been used 
for decades mainly for the purposes of improving adhesion and uniformity of silver 
films to glass [67], [94], [95]. Multiple in-depth studies have thoroughly characterized 
the mechanisms behind this process of Sn-sensitization and subsequent activation on 
glass surfaces [67], [94], [95]. However, the sensitization and activation processes on 
glass are suggested to be the same on other surfaces, such as epoxies, and even ITO , 
but have not been detailed thoroughly [87], [88].  
As discussed in Chapter 4.4.4, Sn-sensitization solutions in molarities reported in 
literature can etch ITO films [67], [76], [87]. At this time, only two studies have looked 
into Sn-sensitization on ITO, and neither have examined damage done to ITO as a result 
of high HCl concentration in the sensitization solution [75], [87].  
The mechanisms of Sn-sensitization and Ag-activation on glass rely on a multistep 
process which are described elsewhere in full detail by Wei and Roper [67]. These steps 
are as described in detail in our publication and in Chapter 4.2 [89]. The three main 
steps are summarized in Figure 42 as 1) hydroxylation of the surface, 2) Sn-
sensitization, and 3) Ag-activation. It is important to note that surface -OH sites react 
with the Sn-sensitization solution, leaving Sn2+ ions on the surface [67], [94]. 
Accordingly, successful Sn-sensitization of a surface will result in an increased Sn 
concentration at the surface, specifically Sn2+ [68], [96], [97]. Here, successful 
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hydroxylation of the Sn, bonded to the surface is what is commonly known as 
“sensitization”. 
The 3rd step of the process (Ag-activation) relies on the Ag ions in the activation 
solution reacting with the Sn2+ following [68], [96], [97]: 
𝑆𝑛ଶା + 2𝐴𝑔ା ↔ 𝑆𝑛ସା + 2𝐴𝑔         Equation 4.6 
Successful Ag-activation will results in 2 Ag+ ions from solution reduce into metallic 
Ag bonded to a Sn4+. In this study, we treat ITO surfaces with Sn-sensitization and Ag-
activation solutions, and compare compositional changes in ITO surfaces throughout these 
steps through X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) and compare to surface 
composition to that of glass. 
ITO films were prepared and treated with Sn-sensitization solutions of varying 
concentrations. All Sn-sensitization solutions had HCl molar concentrations twice that of 
SnCl2 in order to avoid hydrolysis of the SnCl2 in the solution. Ag-activation solutions 
were prepared following de Minjer et al. [68].  
Prior to all surface treatments, ITO films were cleaned with an oxygen plasma for 30 s 
at 60 W following the optimization shown in Chapter 4.3. Immediately following plasma 
treatment, individual samples were thoroughly rinsed in D.I. Sn-sensitization solutions 
were pipetted on the ITO surface before rinsing again in D.I. water. Then Ag-activation 
process was done by submerging the sample in Ag-activation solution. Last, the final rinse 
was done in D.I. water held between 90- 95 °C then dried with a nitrogen gun. ITO surface 
composition was measured by 4 X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS).  
Sn-sensitization solutions reported in literature have HCl concentrations varying orders 
of magnitude from 0.001 – 9M HCl [67], [68], [94], [96]. First, sheet resistance of ITO 
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films was measured before and after exposure to HCl in varying concentrations (Figure 43) 
to determine concentrations which damage ITO films used in this study by etching. HCl 
solutions were pipetted onto ITO films and allowed to dry fully before measuring 
changes in sheet resistance, profilometry (see Chapter 4.4.4) was also conducted to 
measure etch depths.  A range of HCl concentrations were investigated to represent 
various concentrations commonly found in literature [67], [68], [94], [96]. 
Profilometry results in Chapter 4.4.4 show no measurable etching for ITO films 
with ~1 mM HCl and below.  To our knowledge, the lowest HCl concentration reported 
for Sn-sensitization is 10 mM HCl, this is low-enough concentration to avoid etching 
through the entire ITO layer [68]. Next, these two Sn-sensitization solutions (1 and 10 
mM HCl) were prepared [68]. Figure 43 schematically shows the surface treatments 
for the ITO and glass samples used for XPS studies. One glass sample (Dglass) was 
prepared using the high-concentration Sn-sensitization solution following the 
procedure reported by de Minjer et al. [68], an identical process was used on an ITO 
Figure 43. Schematic showing samples ITO and glass samples prepared for XPS 
study. 
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sample (DITO) as well to use a known process reported in literature that results in successful 
Sn-sensitization and Ag-activation on glass surfaces [68]. 
Next, these samples were measured by XPS to determine whether the Sn-sensitization 
and Ag-activation occurred on the ITO and glass surfaces. Figure 44 shows the XPS spectra 
of these samples treated with various Sn-sensitization and Ag-activation steps (see 
Figure 43Error! Reference source not found.). Sample AITO, and BITO were not subjected 
to Sn-sensitization and act as controls for “clean” and “Ag-activation-only” ITO surfaces, 
respectively. DITO was treated with a Sn-sensitization solution and Ag-activation solution 
replicated from de Minjer  et al. [68]. To avoid etching the ITO, CITO was treated with a 
lower concentration of Sn-sensitization solution (0.1 mM HCl and 0.05 mM SnCl2), 
followed by Ag-activation following de Minjer et al.[68]. 
Figure 44. XPS spectra of glass and ITO samples treated with various steps of the 
Sn-sensitization and Ag-activation process. Binding energies of elements of interest 
are labeled under the spectra. DITO and Dglass were treated with identical processes, 
following de Minjer et al., showing that the same process used on glass does not 
work identically on ITO [71]. Figure taken from our publication, which is reported in 
full detail elsewhere [90]. 
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Figure 44 shows that all ITO film surfaces have C, In, Sn, and O present, but no Ag 
was detected on DITO as expected. The glass sample (Dglass) shows the presence of both Sn 
and Ag. This confirms both the successful Sn-sensitization and Ag-activation of the glass 
surface. The absence of Ag on all ITO samples suggests that Ag-activation does not occur 
for ITO samples. This result demonstrates that the process of sensitization and activation 
occurs differently on ITO than on glass. To understand which part of the sensitization and 
activation process differs, high resolution XPS measurements were conducted on the ITO 
samples to evaluate the presence of the O1s and Sn 3d 5/2 peaks to evaluate the process 
across the 3 steps depicted in Figure 43. The full analysis is reported in our publication 
detailed elsewhere [89].  
The main findings from the high resolution XPS measurements show that both ITO 
samples treated with Sn-sensitization solutions show an increase in Sn concentration at 
the surface, and furthermore, an increase in the Sn2+ component. These results suggest 
that DITO has a sensitized surface, confirming the 2nd step of the process is successful. 
Regardless of sensitization, there is no apparent Ag-activation on ITO within the 
detection limits of our experiment. Whereas, successful Sn-sensitization and Ag-
activation are evident on glass (Dglass).  
At this time, only two studies report Sn-sensitization on ITO [69], [75]. These 
studies by Kim et al. report successful Sn-sensitization and Pd-activation for ITO [69], 
[75]. These results reported by Kim et al., and the results in our study point to 
differences in the activation process [69], [75], [89]. In our study, Sn-sensitization 
appears to be successful on DITO due to the increased Sn composition, and specifically 
increased Sn2+ composition near the surface compared to the rest of the ITO samples. 
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Based on the discussion above, we suggest Ag-activation on ITO surfaces is the 
limiting step in the process. Figure 45 schematically shows the difference in the Pd-
activation and Ag-activation processes on an ITO surface. Table X lists the hydroxide site 
densitites for ITO and glass surfaces, and the cross-sectional area of one Pd2+ ion, and two 
Ag+ ions.Pd activation requires one Pd2+ ion to activate the sensitized sites, whereas Ag-
activation requires two Ag+ ions. Furthermore, the size of the Ag+ ions relative to the 
hydroxide site density on ITO likely results in hinderance of the Ag-activation process on 
ITO surfaces compared to glass surface, and compared to Pd-activation on ITO surfaces 
[89]. This ionic hinderance effect could account for the differences observed by Kim et al. 
and our study [69], [75], [89]. 
Table 4. Pd and Ag ionic cross-sectional areas and hydroxide site density for ITO and 
glass surfaces. 
 
1× Pd2+ area (Å2) 2× Ag+ area (Å2) OH site density (Å2/#) 
1.2 – 2.2 6.2 – 21.2 10.0 (ITO surface [98]) 17.6 (glass surface [68]) 
Figure 45. Schematic showing Pd-activation vs Ag-activation on ITO surfaces.  
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From this study, we can conclude that Sn-sensitization solutions modify ITO 
surfaces, resulting in an increase in surface Sn2+ composition. Thus, Sn-sensitization of 
ITO surfaces is possible with low HCl molar concentrations compatible with ITO thin 
films. However, Ag-activation on ITO surfaces is not evident. We suggest this is due 
to a high density of surface hydroxide sites on ITO compared to glass, and smaller area 
to accommodate two Ag+ ions, which can be amended by using smaller metal ions 
such as Pd2+ for the activation step [89].  
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5. DEVICE PERFORMANCE & DEGRADATION STUDIES 
The previous work presented in 3.1.1 compares an un-optimized DoD-printed RSI to a 
commercially available screen-printed Ag paste (SP Ag Paste, Namics H9455 series). That 
work showed that with little optimization, RSI and SP Ag Paste perform comparably as 
front-grid metallizations for 2×2 cm2 SHJ cells. Although these first results are promising, 
more work is necessary to determine whether reactive ink metallizations perform well 
enough to be a replacement for industrial screen-printing of Ag pastes. 
The work presented in this chapter builds on that previous work in several ways. First, 
a more industrially-scalable dispense printer was used in place of the DoD printer; this new 
dispense printer ejects a continuous stream of ink, whereas the DoD printer ejected single 
drop at a time. This continuous-stream dispense printer increases printing speeds from 2-
10 mm/s (typical of the DoD printer used in Chapter 3.1.1) up to 20-200 mm/s. Second, 
using this new dispense printer, we explore the relationship between wf, finger sheet R, and 
ρm for two reactive silver inks and compare these properties to that of SP Ag Paste. These 
properties necessitate grid design modifications for each metallization type. Third, mini- 
and full-sized-SHJ cells are prepared and performance and degradation of cells with RSI 
and SP Ag Paste front grids are compared. Finally, we report on an experiment designed 
to study corrosion in diluted acetic acid between RSI and other Ag-based metallizations, a 
common degradation mechanism of metallization in solar cells.   
5.1 Performance of Silicon Heterojunction Solar Cells with RSI and SP Ag Paste 
Building on the work presented in Chapter 3.1.1, a series of mini-SHJ cells were 
fabricated to evaluate performance and relation to metallization type and, to examine losses 
due to shading, and series resistance.  
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Table 5. Front-Grid Metallization Properties. 
 
Three sets of four mini- SHJ cells were prepared identically except for front 
metallization methods. These twelve mini-SHJ cells were prepared from 2×2 cm2 islands 
on a full 156 mm wafer. SHJ fabrication was completed following a procedure reported in 
detail elsewhere [54]. Next, all cells were annealed for 20 min at 200 °C in air to recover 
damage done to the ITO and passivation layers during sputtering, which recovers carrier 
lifetime [59], [99], [100].  
One set of four mini-cells was prepared with front grids formed from a low-cure-
temperature screen-printed Ag paste, Namics XH9455 series (SP Ag Paste). SP Ag Paste 
cells were then annealed for 40 minutes at 200 °C in air to cure the paste per the 
manufacturer’s specifications. Another set of four mini-cells was prepared with front grids 
formed from dispense-printed RSI with the base RSI ink formula developed by Walker and 
Lewis (RSI f1) [43]. A third set of four mini-cells was prepared with dispense-printed front 
grids formed from a newly-developed RSI by Gaitan (RSI f2). This RSI f2 base ink is made 
Metallization Properties  RSI f1 RSI f2 SP Ag Paste 
wf (µm) 235 270 150 
finger sheet R (/sq) 24.5 27.3 10.5 
ρ
c
 (m cm
2
) 5 15 10 
finger cross-sectional area (mm2) 1.0×10-3 1.9×10-3 8.6×10-3 
finger Ag usage (mg/cm) 0.1 0.2 0.8 
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from ethylene glycol, silver acetate, and ammonium hydroxide. Both sets of RSI front grids 
(RSI f1 and RSI f2) were printed at a substrate temperature set point ~100 ˚C.  
Front grid patterns were coarsely optimized using Griddler 2.5 software [101]. wf, ρc, 
and finger sheet R were input for each metallization type. All other parameters were kept 
constant, and the number of fingers was varied to determine a grid pattern with minimum 
power loss. Based on the grid optimizations, the RSI f1 front grids had 7 fingers and 1 
busbar; the RSI f2 front grids had 5 fingers and 1 busbar; the SP Ag Paste front grids had 
Figure 46. Efficiency (a), Rs (b), Jsc (c), and Voc (d) are shown for 4 cm2 SHJ cells with 
front grids formed from RSI formula 1 (teal circles), RSI formula 2 (grey diamonds), 
and SP Ag Paste (red squares). Boxplots are overlaid on the four data points for each 
type of metallization to show the mean (black square) and median (horizontal line).   
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10 fingers and 1 busbar. However, it should be noted that this optimization is 
approximate; this work aims to evaluate performance rather than a complete 
optimization of a vast parameter space.  
Following cell fabrication, one-sun and Suns-Voc IV characteristics were measured 
on a Sinton FCT 450 tester. A square opaque mask was used to expose only the 4 cm2 
active cell area during IV characterization. External quantum efficiency (EQE) was 
measured from to 300-1250 nm (PV Measurements, Model QEX10). 
Figure 47 shows efficiency (a), Rs (b), Jsc (c), and Voc (d) for each set of mini-cells. 
All three sets (RSI f1, RSI f2, and SP Ag Paste) of SHJ cells have efficiencies ranging 
from 12.2-16.1 %, the highest efficiency cell is an RSI f2 metallized cell. This highest-
efficiency cell also had the lowest Rs value (0.3 ·cm2) of all the cells. RSI f1 had the 
highest average Rs of 1.5 ·cm2, followed by RSI f2 with Rs of 1.25 ·cm2, and the 
lowest Rs for SP Ag Paste with Rs of 0.7 ·cm2 (Figure 47 (b)).  
On the other hand, average Jsc for RSI f1 and RSI f2 cells was 1 mA and 2 mA 
higher than for the SP Ag Paste cells, respectively (Figure 47 (c)). EQE measurements 
showed that all three sets of cells had similar active-area Jsc with an average of 37.7 
± 1.1 mA/cm2 for all 12 cells. This suggests that the difference in Jsc (measured by IV) 
for each metallization type is due to extent of shading by the front grid. RSI f2 cells 
had the highest average Jsc, and the least number of fingers (5 fingers) from the grid 
optimization. SP Ag Paste had the lowest average Jsc, and the highest number of fingers 
(10 fingers). Figure 47 (d) shows Voc for all cells was low (~670 mV) and relatively 
constant for all three sets of cells, suggesting that the poor efficiency is due to poor 
lifetime of the solar cell and not related to the metallization type. 
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From these results, it is clear that for all three metallization types, i) performance of the 
cells is comparable, and ii) losses from Rs and Jsc  can still be improved by further 
optimizing the grid designs and minimizing process variability. One RSI f2 cell has the 
highest efficiency (16.1%), lowest Rs (0.3 ·cm2), and highest Jsc (32.5 mA/cm2) values, 
suggesting that the front grid design is closer to optimal compared to the rest of the RSI f1, 
and SP Ag Paste front grid designs.   
Although these results suggest that the mini-cells perform comparably regardless of the 
metallization type, there is a dramatic difference in the amount of Ag used per solar cell. 
The RSI f1, and RSI f2 finger cross-sectional areas were less than 25% of the SP Ag Paste 
cross-sectional area (Table 5). Assuming the SP Ag Paste is 90 % (vol.) Ag, and RSI f1 
and RSI f2 are 100 % (vol.) Ag, the RSI cells use 1/4 to 1/8th the amount (by mass) of Ag 
per cm of metallization. Note that the actual porosity of RSI f1 and RSI f2 for these printing 
parameters has not yet been evaluated, but it is likely porous like the RSI metallizations 
described in Chapters 3 and 4.  
Table 5 also shows finger sheet R for RSI f1, RSI f2 and SP Ag Paste. To reduce the 
finger sheet R for the RSI f1 and RSI f2 fingers below that of the SP Ag Paste fingers, the 
finger cross-sectional areas should be increased by a factor of ~2.3, and ~2.6 respectively. 
Finger sheet R can be reduced by optimizing the number of layers printed; However, 
additionally, solvent: ink ratio needs to be optimized for printing a higher number of layers 
without compromising adhesion performance (see Chapter 4.1). Still, with these 
conservative estimates, this would result in a significant decrease in Ag usage (savings of 
0.3- 0.6 mg Ag/cm) compared to SP Ag Paste.  
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5.1.1 Printing Process Variation & Optimization Opportunities 
Above, we note that the finger geometries for the mini-cell front grids are not quite 
representative of what could be done with a further optimized and repeatable process. 
First, the SP Ag Paste fingers spread more than on the preliminary test samples that 
were used for grid optimization. This is due to a change in paste to a product that was 
slightly less viscous, resulting in quite wide wf (150 µm) compared to those used to 
optimize the grid (100 µm). In an industrial setting, screen-printed Ag paste fingers of 
<100 µm are routinely produced by process-controlled manufacturing lines [8], [25].  
Second, the relatively new dispense printer was not yet operating without 
occasional defects. An example of common unresolved defects occurs when the nozzle 
tip is too close to the surface of the sample, scrapes off some of the previously printed 
layers resulting in higher resistance than expected. This is currently under investigation 
by collaborators and is expected to be fixed for future work. 
Third, we found that dispense printing reactive inks is quite sensitive to the surface 
properties of the substrate. Specifically, we observed that the wf  was dramatically 
different from sample to sample, and over time on the same sample.   
Figure 47. Optical microscope images of two RSI f1 fingers printed on ITO-coated 
textured Si. Fingers were printed with similar printing parameters. However, the 
resulting line widths are significantly different, showing the variation in contact 
angle of the reactive ink on ITO surfaces. a) High contact angle finger with wf of 
210 µm. b) Low contact angle finger with wf of 503 µm. 
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Table 5. Summarized experiments and findings used to determine the cause for variation 
in contact angle, θ, for various ITO-coated samples. 
 
Figure 48 shows an example of different wf achieved using the same printing parameters 
on an ITO-coated textured Si wafer. This suggested that surface energy of our samples was 
variable, and this variability significantly influenced ink wettability, or contact angle (θ), 
and therefore wf. Table 6 summarizes a series of experiments that were conducted to 
determine the cause for variation in θ from sample to sample.  
Finally, a study using X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) was conducted to 
determine the compositional difference in surfaces with high θ vs. low θ. ITO-coated 
Factor Tested Approach Findings 
Si Wafer 
Texture 
Compared θ for textured vs. 
untextured Si 
θ varied independently of texturing.  
Textured silicon shows lower θ. 
a-Si layer 
under ITO 
Compared θ with and 
without a-Si layer 
θ varied independently of of a-Si layer 
Lifetime of Si 
wafer 
Compared θ in 
regions/samples with low 
and high lifetimes. 
θ varied independently of lifetime. 
ITO sheet 
resistance 
Measured Rsh across 
multiple samples and ITO 
thicknesses. 
θ varied independently of lifetime 
Rsh. 
Wafer size and 
placement in 
ITO 
Cleave mini-wafers and 
place in different locations 
θ was higher at the edges but still low 
in the center. θ is independent of 
location in the ITO. 
Annealing 
temperatures 
Varied annealing 
temperature from 120 ˚C to 
200 ˚C. 
θ was higher at the edges but still low 
in the center. 
Wafer loading 
during ITO 
Deposition 
Wafer is held under tension 
(flat) or compression 
(bowed) during ITO 
θ was higher at the edges but still low 
in the center. 
Annealing 
duration 
Varied annealing from 0 
min to 40 minutes. 
Some wafers showed uniform, high θ 
before annealing. After annealing θ 
variation was observed. 
ITO surface 
composition 
Compared θ for different 
ITO surface compositions 
using XPS 
Wafers with low  θ had low C at.% 
composition, wafers with high  θ had 
high   C at. % composition. 
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textured Si wafers were prepared, stacked, and stored in ambient conditions for 4 days. 
Immediately before XPS measurements, D.I. water (5 µL) was pipetted on a portion of the 
sample to determine if it had relatively low or high contact angle. Three samples were 
cut out from wafers with relatively high θ, and one sample was cut out from a wafer 
with relatively low θ. We found that ITO-coated Si wafers with relatively lower θ had 
relatively low amounts of carbon on the surface compared to those with high θ (see 
Table 7). The wafer with relatively low θ was stored in a stack of other wafers 
immediately following deposition, limiting the surface contamination compared to the 
other three wafers. These results are in line with observation by others, and suggests 
that atmospheric hydrocarbon adsorption, is the cause of the increased contact angle 
[83], [102].  
Table 6. XPS results for ITO-coated textured Si wafers with varying relative contact 
angles.  
 
These results show the sensitivity of the dispense printing process for reactive inks. 
We suggest that with further optimization of printing parameters, substrate surface 
treatments, and implementation of statistical process controls for the dispense printing 
process, dispense printed reactive inks can outperform SP Ag Paste with a fraction of 
the Ag usage.   
Sample Relative Contact Angle Carbon at. % 
A High 25.2 
B High 20.8 
C High 22.9 
D Low 12.1 
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5.2 Reliability & Performance of RSI and SP Ag Paste Cells Through Damp Heat 
The previous chapter showed performance of mini-SHJ cells with front grids formed 
from three different Ag-based metallizations; RSI f1, RSI f2, and SP Ag Paste. The next 
step is to address whether reactive ink metallized solar cells are durable enough to 
withstand performance degradation throughout industry standard reliability testing. 
Understanding the long-term reliability and durability along with modes of failure are 
necessary to determine whether this novel metallization method is competitive with 
conventional metallization methods.  
Three sets of four mini- SHJ cells were prepared identically except for front 
metallization methods (the same cells from Chapter 5.1). Each set of four mini-cells had 
front grids formed from RSI f1, RSI f2, and SP Ag Paste. Additionally, four full-sized 
(156 × 156 mm2) SHJ cells were prepared following the same procedure. One full-sized 
cell was prepared with a front grid formed from RSI f1, three other full-sized cells were 
prepared with front grids formed from SP Ag Paste(see Chapter 5.1).  
All cells were annealed for 20 min at 200 °C in air to recover damage done to the ITO 
and passivation layers during sputtering, and to recover effective carrier lifetime [59], [99], 
[100]. After printing, SP Ag Paste cells were annealed for 40 minutes at 200 °C in air to 
cure the paste as per the manufacturer’s specifications. Both sets of RSI front grids (RSI f1 
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and RSI f2) were printed at a substrate temperature set point ~100 ˚C. Based on a coarse 
grid optimization (described in Chapter 5.1), the large-area 156×156 mm2 RSI f1 cell had 
50 fingers and 5 busbars, and the SP Ag Paste cells had 70 fingers and 3 busbars. 
Here, for reliability and performance evaluation, the cells are encapsulated to form 
single-cell modules. We have seen from previous experiments that soldering busbar 
ribbons to printed RSI busbars results in severe damage to the RSI cells. So, for the RSI f1 
and RSI f2 cells, busbar ribbons were adhered to the printed busbars using a high-purity 
silver paint (SPI Supplies). For the SP Ag Paste cells, busbar ribbons were soldered to the 
screen-printed busbars. Next, these cells were laminated with ethylene vinyl acetate (EVA) 
encapsulant, back sheet, and front glass typical of PV industry methods. 
Figure 48. Normalized power and series resistance throughout 1000 h of damp heat 
exposure (IEC 61215) for mini cells (4 cm2) with front grids formed from RSI 
formula 1 (a,d), RSI formula 2 (b,e), and a low-cure temperature SP Ag Paste (c-f). 
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Modules were then characterized by one-sun and Suns-Voc IV measurements (Sinton 
FCT 450), qualitative electroluminescence (EL) and photoluminescence (PL) imaging, and 
external quantum efficiency (EQE, PV Measurements Model QEX10). Images from EL 
images were taken with a 600 mV applied bias. EL and PL images were adjusted for clarity 
in figures; brightness was increased so that features and artefacts on each cell were visible 
before and after the DH 1000 exposure. This adjustment still allows for determination of 
variability of bright and dark regions within each cell, and for observation of cracks, and 
finger delaminations and breakage.  
Following initial characterization, the full-sized modules were then placed in an 
environmental chamber for damp heat testing (DH 1000, IEC 61215, see Chapter 1.2.4 
for more details). The purpose of the DH 1000 test is to determine the ability of the 
module to withstand long-term exposure to penetration of humidity by applying 85 ˚C ± 
2 ˚C with a relative humidity of 85% ± 5% for 1000 hours [103]. The DH test particularly 
challenges the lamination process and the edge sealing from humidity. DH exposure can 
cause module delaminations and corrosion of cell parts as a result of humidity penetration. 
Corrosion of materials within the module can lead to power losses from degradation of 
the metallization, solder bonds, the antireflective coating, and the base [104], [105]. To 
pass the DH 1000 test (IEC 61215 standard qualification test), the maximum power (Pmp) 
must not degrade more than 5% of the initial Pmp at the end of the test [103]. In this work, 
we focus on degradation incurred for different Ag-based metallizations, specifically Rs 
increases throughout time. Furthermore, a detailed study of corrosion of Ag-based 
metallizations is presented in Chapter 5.3. 
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IV characterization was carried out after encapsulation (0 h), half-way through 
the DH 1000 exposure (500 h), and at the completion of DH 1000 (1000 h). 
Figure 48 (a-c) shows normalized power (Pmp normalized to Pmp at 0 h for each mini-
cell module) throughout the DH 1000 exposure. All twelve mini-cell modules 
degraded at least 2 % of initial Pmp after 500 h, and more than 5% of initial Pmp after 
1000 h, which is considered failure of the DH 1000 test. On average, the mini-cell 
modules degraded to about 89 ± 3 % of initial Pmp, and degradation is not distinct 
based on metallization type. Pmp degradation may occur for various reasons, many not 
related to metallization. Common examples of non-metallization related degradation 
are yellowing of encapsulation, antireflective coating deterioration, hydrolysis of the 
EVA encapsulant, shunts, and a loss in surface passivation [105], [106].  
Metallization related degradation, such as corrosion or finger delaminations, 
manifests in increased series resistance (Rs) [105], [106]. Figure 48 (d-f) shows Rs of 
the mini-cell modules throughout the 1000 h of DH exposure. Here, Rs is not 
normalized to each modules’ initial value in order to show the absolute difference in 
Rs among the different metallization types. RSI f1 modules have the narrowest 
distribution of Rs values of the three metallization types. Note that compared to initial 
Rs values reported in Chapter 5.1, Rs increased by ~0.5, ~1.6, and ~1.2 ·cm2 for RSI 
f1, RSI f2, and SP Ag Paste modules (at 0 h), respectively. This shows that compared 
to RSI f2, and SP Ag Paste cells, the RSI f1 grid properties after encapsulation 
resulted in most repeatable, and lowest Rs losses from the encapsulation process. SP 
Ag Paste modules have comparable Rs values to RSI f1 modules, but a wider 
distribution; we suggest this is from variations in the soldering contact between the 
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busbar ribbons and the SP Ag Paste grid. On the other hand, RSI f2 modules has the 
highest average Rs, and largest variation in Rs from cell to cell. Since RSI f1 and RSI 
f2 were both printed by the same dispense printer, we suggest that the variation in Rs is 
not due to dispense printing defects. Rather, RSI f2 is a relatively new ink that was 
developed only several weeks prior to printing these cells and had only a short time for 
optimization of printing parameters, ink formulation, understanding of ink reaction 
kinetics and mechanical durability. We observed that the RSI f2 metallization was quite 
fragile compared to RSI f1 and SP Ag Paste metallizations. So, we suggest this larger 
variation in Rs for RSI f2 modules (at 0 h) is a result of inhomogeneous damage to the 
front grid from handling and the encapsulation process.  
At the end of 1000 h of DH exposure, Rs values for all mini-cell modules are 
approximately the same as the initial Rs values, again suggesting that degradation to Pmp 
is not due to metallization degradation. Significant losses in Jsc and Voc occur throughout 
the 1000 h of exposure; on average, Jsc decreases 4 mA/cm2, and Voc decreases 20 mV. 
These losses are not dependent on metallization type, and account for Pmp degradation. 
At this time, very little literature exists on degradation of SHJ modules. Jordan et al., 
recently published a study on power degradation of SHJ modules deployed in the field 
for 10 years [107]. They found that Voc degradation is the main contributor to power losses 
over time, and that increased Rs and recombination, and decreased minority carrier 
lifetime occur uniformly within the cells (i.e. neither on the cell surface nor local to the 
metallization) [107].  
These results showed that both RSI f1 and RSI f2 metallized mini-cell modules 
degradation was not due to degradation of the RSI metallizations. However, mini-cell 
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modules are not representative of cells that are employed in the field. Thus, the next 
step is to scale-up to full-sized cell (156 × 156 mm2) modules and monitor degradation 
related to metallization.  
49 (a) shows Pmp normalized to initial Pmp for four full-sized modules; one with RSI 
f1 front grid metallization (green circles), and three with SP Ag Paste front grid 
metallization (red squares).  For all three SP Ag Paste full-sized modules, Pmp degrades 
Figure 49. Normalized power (a), efficiency (b), Voc  (c), and Rs (d) throughout 
1000 h of damp heat exposure (IEC 61215) for full-sized cells (239 cm2) with front 
grids formed from RSI formula 1 (green circles), and a low-cure temperature SP Ag 
Paste (red squares). Line color connecting data points for each individual sample are 
kept the same for (a-c), and in Figures 50-51. 
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significantly more than 5 % of initial Pmp after only 500 h of exposure. On the other hand, 
the RSI f1 full-sized module degrades only 1.8% of initial Pmp after the 1000 h exposure.  
Again, to pass the DH 1000 test according to IEC 61215 standard qualification, Pmp must 
not degrade more than 5% of the initial Pmp after the completion of the 1000 h exposure 
[103]. Here, we have shown that the full-sized module with RSI f1 front grid metallization 
passes the IEC 61215 DH 1000 test. 
Figure 49 (b) shows efficiency of the full-sized modules throughout the exposure to 
compare differences based on metallization type. Although, the RSI f1 module Pmp 
degraded minimally, it started with the lowest efficiency showing there are still significant 
areas for improvement in initial performance of full-sized cells. We suggest that the lower 
efficiency exhibited by the RSI f1 module can be improved with further improvements in 
the printing parameters and process, and grid optimization. For example, Jsc for the RSI f1 
cell is ~20 mA/cm2 lower than for SP Ag Paste cells, this is primarily due to large wf of 
~250 µm for the RSI f1 fingers compared to ~100 µm for the SP Ag Paste fingers. Still, 
although the RSI f1 cell starts with an efficiency of only 14.8 %. At the end of the 1000 h 
exposure, the RSI f1 cell has an efficiency of 14.6 % which is comparable to the efficiency 
of the SP Ag Paste cell that has degraded the most. Voc, and Jsc for these full-sized modules 
also significantly degraded.  
Figure 49 (c) shows Voc for the full-sized modules. Initially (at 0 h), the RSI f1 module, 
Voc is 640 mV, which is ~80 mV lower than the average Voc for the SP Ag Paste modules. 
Voc values for SHJ cells are typically above 700 mV, this is in part due to the excellent 
passivation provided by the hydrogenated a-Si layers [30], [108]. Such low Voc exhibited 
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by the RSI f1 module suggests poor passivation and minority carrier lifetimes. This can be 
from two factors; First, the RSI f1 cell was stored and handled differently than the SP Ag 
Paste cells; Cells for RSI printing were removed from the cleanroom-controlled 
environment for approximately one month for printing in our collaborator’s lab, while 
the SP Ag Paste cells were stored in the cleanroom for this duration. Second, the RSI 
f1 cell and SP Ag Paste cells undergo different thermal treatments; Prior to front-gird 
metallization, all cells are annealed at 200 °C for 20 min in air to recover damage done 
to the ITO layer during sputtering and recover passivation by the hydrogenated a-Si 
layers. Following screen-printing, the SP Ag Paste cells are annealed for 40 min at 
200 °C to cure the paste. Whereas, during dispense printing, the RSI cells are heated 
only to ~100 °C for less than 30 minutes. Generally, SHJ cells improve minority carrier 
lifetime and implied Voc by a post-processing anneal at ~200 °C in air for at least 10 
minutes [59], [99], [100], [109]. However, some studies report on continued 
Figure 50. Photoluminescence of full-sized cells before and after 1000 h of Damp 
Heat (IEC 61215). The colored lines next to the sample names indicate the colored 
lines for each sample shown in Figure 49. 
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improvement to minority carrier lifetime and implied Voc as the annealing duration is 
extended  60 min at ~200 °C in air [99], [100]. We suggest this is a potential cause 
for the significant difference in Voc for the RSI f1 and SP Ag Paste cells initially. That is, 
the metallization itself did not influence the Voc, rather the different thermal processes for 
each metallization influences the Voc and should be optimized for future performance and 
reliability studies. 
Figures 50 and 51 show photoluminescence (PL) and electroluminescence (EL) 
images, respectively, of the full-sized modules at 0 h and after 1000 h of damp heat 
exposure. EL imaging was done by applying the same voltage for each sample at each 
exposure duration, and imaging light emitted from the cells. Both EL and PL show 
darkening around the edge of the cells suggesting a decrease in lifetime. These results are 
in line with observations reported by Jordan et al. about degradation of field-exposed SHJ 
modules [107]. This appears in all four full-sized modules, indicating that this darkening 
Figure 51. Electroluminescence of full-sized cells before and after 1000 h of damp 
heat exposure (IEC 61215). The colored lines next to the sample names indicate the 
colored lines for each sample shown in Figures 49 and 50. 
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is not distinct for either metallization type. The EL images otherwise show no new 
artefacts after 1000 h of exposure, which indicates that no finger delaminations or 
breaks have occurred. However, it is clear from Figure 49 (c) that the Rs increases more 
for full-sized modules with SP Ag Paste than for RSI f1.  
To focus on the clear metallization-related degradation, 490 (d) shows Rs of the full-
sized modules throughout the 1000 h exposure. The RSI f1 cell has the second lowest 
Rs initially, and Rs remains relatively constant. Whereas, for the SP Ag Paste cells 
throughout the entire 1000 h exposure, one cell’s Rs value remains relatively constant, 
another cell’s Rs increases by ~0.4 ·cm2, and the final cell’s Rs increases by 0.5 
·cm2. These first results are limited, yet promising, as they suggest that RSI f1 cells 
do not degrade more than their SP Ag Paste counterparts.   
These are the first results that report on i) performance of a full-sized SHJ cell with 
reactive ink front gird metallization, and ii) DH 1000 performance for SHJ cell modules 
with reactive ink front gird metallization. For the mini-modules, all RSI f1, RSI f2, and 
SP Ag Paste cells degraded significantly due to Voc and Jsc losses not related to 
degradation of the metallization. We also showed that for the RSI f1 full-sized module, 
performance (Pmp at 0 h) through DH 1000 not degrade below 95 % of its initial 
performance (Pmp at 1000 h). However, the initial performance of the full-sized module 
needs to be improved through further optimization of printing parameters, substrate 
surface treatments, and implementation of statistical process controls for the dispense 
printing process, dispense printed reactive inks can outperform SP Ag Paste with a 
fraction of the Ag usage.  Furthermore, there is some indication that the full-sized SP 
Ag Paste cells had a higher Rs increase during the DH 1000 test. It is unclear from the 
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results presented in this chapter whether the RSI metallization is more resistant to corrosion 
than the SP Ag Paste. The next chapter details a study where we expose two different SP 
Ag Pastes, and RSI f1 to an isolated corrosive environment mimicking that of a field- and 
DH-exposed module to study the difference in corrosion of these Ag-based metallizations.  
5.3 Corrosion of Silver-Based Metallizations in Diluted Acetic Acid 
Corrosion can cause significant power losses in field- and damp heat-exposed modules 
throughout their operational lifetime [104], [110], [111]. Again, economic viability of PV 
technology is dictated by levelized cost of energy (LCOE) for solar PV compared to 
competing generation sources [6]. The previous chapters showed that Rs did not 
significantly increase for RSI cells throughout DH 1000. Here, we implement an 
experiment to study corrosion of metallizations in an aggressive and isolated environment 
prior to running additional DH1000 tests and waiting for degradation in field-exposed 
modules.  
Corrosion occurs in modules primarily from degradation of encapsulation materials. 
Specifically, modules are commonly encapsulated with ethylene vinyl acetate (EVA). 
EVA, when exposed to moisture, elevated temperature, or ultraviolet light, produces acetic 
acid [111], [112]. Inopportunely, Ag-based metallizations are corroded by acetic 
acid [113], [114]. Corrosion of Ag-based metallizations used on diffused junction solar 
cells (HT Ag Paste) has been studied for decades [110], [111], [114]. However, at this time, 
sparse literature is available on LT Ag Pastes corrosion, such as those used on SHJ cells, 
and none exists on RSI. The work described here summarized a publication reported in full 
detail elsewhere [115].  
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The work presented in Chapter 5.2 evaluated performance and Rs degradation throughout 
1000 h of damp heat exposure (IEC 61215) for two sets of SHJ cells with different front-
grid metallizations; one set prepared dispense-printed RSI, and the other set prepared with 
screen-printed LT Ag Paste. We found that Rs for the RSI cell did not notably change 
throughout the 1000 h exposure, whereas the LT Ag Paste cell Rs increased by ~ 0.3 ·cm2 
on average. From those limited results, it was not conclusive whether the difference in Rs 
degradation was due to differences in RSI and LT Ag Paste corrosion in the damp heat-
exposed modules.  
Here, we investigate the corrosion of three Ag-based metallizations exposed to acetic 
acid solutions in concentrations representative of those found in field- and damp heat-
exposed PV modules. The acetic acid exposure used in this experiment mimics corrosion 
in degraded modules while also allowing intermittent characterization of the throughout 
the exposure. This study is summarized briefly below.  
Three sets of Ag-based metallization samples were prepared: 1) HT Ag Paste, a high-
temperature fire-through Ag-paste sintered above 800 °C which is commonly used for Si 
diffused junction solar cells; 2) LT Ag Paste, a low-temperature paste cured at 200 °C that 
Figure 52. Photograph showing the experimental setup for exposing metallization 
pads to diluted acetic acid by leaching the solution through a cellulose sponge. This 
figure is copied from our publication, which is reported elsewhere [116]. 
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is used for SHJ cells (the same paste studied in Chapters 3-5.2); and 3) RSI (RSI f1 from 
Chapters 3-5.2), which is heated to just 65 °C for solvent evaporation [45], [116]. 
The experimental exposure setup is shown in Figure 52. This is a simplified setup 
which aims to simulate the way in which acetic acid leaches out from EVA in modules. 
Sealed glass containers were partially filled with a solution of 2.4 % acetic acid by volume. 
This concentration is representative of acetic acid concentrations found in field- and damp 
heat-exposed modules [117]–[119]. The cellulose sponges deliver an essentially infinite 
source of the diluted acetic acid and air to the samples. These samples were placed 
metallization-side down and left for an accumulated exposure duration of 3000 h. 
Intermittently throughout the exposure, corrosion was monitored by Raman spectroscopy 
mapping, SEM, and XRD.  
Silver acetate is an expected corrosion product of Ag-based metallizations [111], [113]. 
Figure 53 shows a reference Raman spectrum of 99 % pure silver acetate measured in this 
study, which agrees with those reported in literature [111], [120]. The Raman mode in 
Figure 53 between 224-260 cm-1 is attributed to bending of the C-O-Ag bond (referred to 
Figure 53. The BC-O-Ag mode of silver acetate is indicated by an asterisk. The VPb-OH  
mode of lead acetate is indicated by a filled diamond. The VSiO4 mode from the 
leaded glass frit is indicated by the filled-black circle. The VAg, BC=O, and RCH3 
modes for silver acetate are indicated by the unfilled circle, triangle, and square, 
respectively. 
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as BC-O-Ag) in silver acetate (AgCH3COO) [120]. Thus, the BC-O-Ag mode is a 
straightforward proxy for the presence of silver acetate and will be used as a metric to 
determine susceptibility to corrosion by acetic acid in this study [115]. 
 Although each type of metallization studied in this experiment is mainly composed 
of Ag, each metallization has other compositional components as well. For example, 
the HT Ag Paste is ~ 98 % solid vol. Ag, and the remaining 2 % is the leaded-glass 
frit [15]. The initial averaged Raman modes are reported elsewhere [115]. Figure 54 
shows boxplots summarizing the relevant Raman modes for each metallization 
throughout the 3000 h exposure.  
Figure 54 (a) shows for the HT Ag Paste, an increase followed by a decrease in the 
relative intensity of the BC-O-Ag and vibrational mode of Pb-OH (VPb-OH) in silver 
acetate, and lead acetate, respectively [120] [121], [122]. Unfortunately, the BC-O-Ag and 
VPb-OH modes are close in Raman shift, and are not distinguishable from this dataset. 
Nevertheless, this shows an increase followed by a decrease in the relative intensity of 
Figure 54. Boxplots showing the distribution of the BC-O-Ag and VPb-OH for HT Ag 
Paste (a), and BC-O-Ag for RSI (b), and average slope of the background from 200-
1250 cm-1 for LT Ag Paste throughout 3000 h of exposure to diluted acetic acid. The 
colored-box region shows the 25th - 75th percentile, and the whiskers extend to ±1 
inner quartile range from the colored-box. The mean is shown by the white square, 
and the median is shown by a horizontal black line. (a) and (b) are copied from our 
publication reported elsewhere [116]. 
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these Raman modes throughout the exposure for HT Ag Paste. Figure 54 (b) shows a 
similar behavior for RSI; there is an increase followed by a decrease in the relative 
intensity, but with only BC-O-Ag since there is no leaded glass frit in RSI. 
On the other hand, Raman modes were not observed for the LT Ag Paste, likely due to 
a high fluorescence background from the relatively high polymer content [123]. Because 
of this, Figure 54 (c) shows the average slope of the background for the LT Ag Paste. After 
110 h there is a decrease in the background slope and overall intensity. This decrease in 
background slope and intensity continues to the end of the exposure. Solid polymers exhibit 
a strong background fluorescence signals, so we suggest that this background comes from 
the organic polymers in the LT Ag Paste, and that over time, the polymers interact with the 
acetic acid and are slowly removed from the LT Ag Paste surface[115], [123]. 
The relevant chemical reactions during the exposure are shown in Equations 5.1-5.5 
below: 
 
𝐶𝐻ଷ𝐶𝑂𝑂𝐻 +  𝐻ଶ𝑂 ↔ 𝐶𝐻ଷ𝐶𝑂𝑂ି + 𝐻ଷ𝑂ା      Equation 5.1 
   
𝐶𝐻ଷ𝐶𝑂𝑂ି + 𝐴𝑔ା ↔ 𝐴𝑔𝐶𝐻ଷ𝐶𝑂𝑂        Equation 5.2 
    
2𝐶𝐻ଷ𝐶𝑂𝑂ି + 𝑃𝑏ଶା ↔ 𝑃𝑏(𝐶𝐻ଷ𝐶𝑂𝑂)ଶ       Equation 5.3 
 
𝐴𝑔𝐶𝐻ଷ𝐶𝑂𝑂 + 𝐶𝐻ଷ𝐶𝑂𝑂𝐻 + 𝐻ଶ𝑂   
↔  𝐴𝑔ା + 2𝐶𝐻ଷ𝐶𝑂𝑂ି + 𝐻ଷ𝑂ା        Equation 5.4 
 
𝑃𝑏(𝐶𝐻ଷ𝐶𝑂𝑂)ଶ + 𝐶𝐻ଷ𝐶𝑂𝑂𝐻 + 𝐻ଶ𝑂   
↔  𝑃𝑏ଶା + 3𝐶𝐻ଷ𝐶𝑂𝑂ି + 𝐻ଷ𝑂ା        Equation 5.5 
 
First, acetic acid partially dissociates in water (Equation 5.1). For the HT Ag Paste, the 
acetate ions react with Ag and Pb ions, forming silver acetate, and lead acetate 
(Equations 5.2 and 5.3, respectively). Similarly, for the RSI, silver acetate forms (Equation 
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5.2). However, these corrosion products (lead acetate and silver acetate) are somewhat 
soluble in water, and their solubilities change depending on pH. Over time, the silver 
acetate and lead acetate in contact with the solution will dissolve (Equations 5.4-5.5), 
with lead acetate having higher solubility and dissolving more compared to silver 
acetate [115]. So, there is a competing reaction between the formation and dissolution 
of corrosion products until equilibrium is reached between these reactions. 
Most importantly, the HT Ag Paste approaches this equilibrium at 3000 h more 
silver acetate and/or lead acetate than its initial composition at 0 h. Whereas, the RSI 
approaches equilibrium at 3000 h with less silver acetate than its initial composition. 
Again, the RSI used in this study has silver acetate initially as it is one of the ingredients 
in the formulation [45], [54]. We suggest that this behavior (corrosion product 
formation, followed by dissolution) would happen for both RSI and HT Ag Paste as 
cyclic corrosion, until equilibrium is met locally. On the other hand, the LT Ag Paste 
shows no detectable change in surface chemical composition. These results are in line 
with literature reporting the corrosion-resistant qualities of additives in the LT Ag Paste 
, suggesting that LT Ag Paste corrosion is minimal compared to HT Ag Paste and RSI 
[124], [125]. 
Summarized below are the main findings from this study that have been reported 
in full detail elsewhere [115].  We found that throughout 3000 h of exposure to dilute 
acetic acid, there are different corrosion behaviors for each of the three Ag-based 
metallizations investigated. Specifically, we found that for: 
1. HT Ag Paste, the leaded-glass frit and silver corroded in the presences of diluted 
acetic acid, forming lead acetate and silver acetate over time. We suggest that these 
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corrosion products formed, accumulated, then dissolved back into the solution, 
approaching an equilibrium towards the end of the exposure. 
2. LT Ag Paste, there was no detectable change in surface chemical composition using 
Raman spectroscopy mapping and XRD for the first 110 h of exposure. We suggest that 
this is due to phenol resin, which is well-suited to protect the Ag metal from corrosion 
during that timeframe. However, at the end of the 3000 h exposure, SEM and Raman 
spectroscopy mapping suggest that the LT Ag Paste is being affected by the diluted acetic 
acid, still to a lesser extent than HT Ag Paste and RSI. 
3. RSI, the initial silver acetate in the RSI formulation dissolved in the diluted acetic 
acid, exposing the Ag for further corrosion into silver acetate. Similarly to HT Ag Paste, 
we suggest that silver acetate formed, accumulated, then dissolved back into the solution 
over time. Compared to HT Ag Paste, the dissolution reaction dominates sooner in the 
exposure, suggesting that the silver acetate present in the RSI initially might supply the 
dissolution reaction with silver acetate, reducing the amount of Ag consumed to form and 
dissolve silver acetate until equilibrium is met. 
Comparing our results to those reported in literature suggest that our isolated exposure 
experiment is relevant to corrosion in degraded modules. With this new understanding of 
how each of these Ag-based metallizations react with acetic acid in an isolated 
environment, improved formulations can be designed to mitigate degradation due to 
corrosion. Specifically, we suggest that the initial presence of silver acetate in the RSI 
might reduce the amount of Ag consumed to reach an equilibrium between the formation 
and dissociation of silver acetate. Furthermore, we suggest the phenol resin additive in the 
LT Ag Paste is well-suited to protect Ag-based metallizations from corrosion from diluted 
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acetic acid, and therefore could be implemented as a capping layer to protect HT Ag 
Paste and RSI metallizations as well. Furthermore, we suggest that this process would 
occur in a module, but on a different time-scale as delivery of fresh acetic acid solution 
to the metallization surface is limited by diffusion compared to our setup.  
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6. SUMMARY OF REACTIVE SILVER INK METALLIZATION FOR NEXT 
GENERATION PHOTOVOLTAICS 
The work presented in this dissertation focused on characterization and advancement 
of reactive ink metallizations. We have laid the ground work of evidence supporting the 
use of reactive ink metallizations for next generation photovoltaics. Compared to industry 
standard practices, we laid out a path to reduce silver usage per solar cell without 
compromising performance. 
Specifically, this path consisted of evaluating the four primary factors that govern 
power losses from the front grid metallization and developing methodologies to tune these 
properties. First, this work demonstrated low media resistivity for reactive silver ink 
metallization (ρm, of ~ 2 µ·cm), lower than that of state-of-the-art low-cure-temperature 
Ag pastes. The relatively high purity (~97 % solid vol.) of the reactive silver ink 
metallization allows for reduction in finger resistance while using less Ag per solar cell 
compared to commercially available pastes.  
Second, we demonstrated narrow finger widths (<100 µm) with dispense printing and 
studied process sensitivities which influence ink wettability, finger width, and optical 
properties. Third, the resistance between the grid and the underlying layer (ρc) was studied 
with and without the use of a Sn-sensitization layer. Through these studies, we examined 
the process of Sn-sensitization and Ag-activation on ITO surfaces, and determined that Sn-
sensitization occurs on ITO surfaces, even for low Sn-sensitization solution concentrations 
that do not etch ITO, which has not been previously reported. We investigated adhesion, 
and studied processing parameters that influence reactive silver ink adhesion to ITO.  
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Fourth, we evaluated performance of silicon heterojunction solar cells with front grids 
formed from reactive silver ink, and from a commercially available low-cure temperature 
Ag paste; from this we demonstrated better performance for a reactive silver ink cell. 
Furthermore, we evaluated performance and series resistance throughout industry standard 
reliability damp heat testing. Through these studies, we demonstrated a “pass” of the 
IEC61215 DH1000 test for a silicon heterojunction cell with reactive silver ink front grid 
metallization. Finally, we developed a method to study corrosion of three Ag-based 
metallizations exposed to diluted acetic acid in an isolated environment. Significantly, we 
found that this isolated exposure is comparable and relevant to corrosion in field-degraded 
modules. This study revealed that RSI metallization forms, and dissolves corrosion 
products at a different rate than HT Ag Paste. This laid the ground work for future studies 
on the role of initial silver acetate content in the metallization formulation on the corrosion 
of Ag-based metallizations. 
This work not only evaluated and demonstrated potential of a novel metallization 
technique –dispense printing of reactive inks –to become a high efficiency replacement for 
solar cell metallization; This work used reactive silver inks as a prototype, which in the 
future, can be extended to other reactive inks such as Cu reactive inks as the photovoltaic 
industry continues to minimize Ag consumption. 
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